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Abstract
Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) provide a feasible alternative to supply electrical
loads without the unfavorable environmental impacts of fossil fuels. However, despite the
significant environmental benefits of RESs, several operational challenges associated with
their high levels of penetration in power systems need to be addressed. Extensive research
has shown that Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) facilitate increased penetration levels of
RESs by providing flexibility to the system, especially considering the technical maturity
and decreasing cost of these technologies; hence, penetration of ESS, such as batteries and
flywheels is likely to grow significantly in the coming years. Indeed, services that have
been traditionally procured from synchronous generators such as Frequency Regulation
(FR) are already being provided by ESSs. However, appropriate frequency control must
be considered to take advantage of the fast response capability of ESS facilities, while
coordinating their response with the bulk conventional generators currently used for FR.
Some characteristics of the bulk power grids, regulation signals, and the State of Charge
(SoC) management of the ESSs need be considered for the design of proper FR controls.
In this thesis, a FR model is proposed of a large interconnected power system including
ESSs such as Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) and Flywheel Energy Storage
Systems (FESSs), considering all relevant stages in the frequency control process. The
model, which considers Communication Delays (CDs) in the transmission of signals in
the FR control loop, is developed from the viewpoint of an Independent System Operator
(ISO), using the Ontario Power System (OPS) as case study. To this effect, empirically-
based and generic SoC models for FESS and BESS considering the charging and discharging
process characteristics are proposed. The system, ESSs, and SoC components are modelled
in detail from a FR perspective and validated using real system and ESSs data, and a
practical transient stability model of the North American Eastern Interconnection (NAEI)
in Dynamic Security Assessment Tools (DSATools™) platform. The proposed model is
validated with and considers all main stages of the FR control process, including CDs and
the SoC management model of the ESS facilities, ensuring a realistic closed-loop response.
Simulation studies show that the proposed model accurately represents the FR process
of a large interconnected power system including ESSs, and can be used for accurate FR
studies. The impact of CDs and SoC management of ESS facilities on the Area Control
Error (ACE), and the computational efficiency of the proposed FR model are studied and
discussed.
A novel H2 filter design is proposed to optimally split the FR signal between con-
ventional and fast regulating ESS assets, considering typical CDs. The design approach
includes filtering the FR signal by producing a slowly-varying component or Traditional
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Regulation Signal (RegA) to be provided to the slow regulating resources (i.e., Traditional
Generators (TGs)), while the remaining fast component or Dynamic Regulation Signal
(RegD) is provided to the fast response ESS facilities (FESS and BESS) to take advan-
tage of their fast response characteristics. The design of the H2 filter is formulated as an
optimal control design problem, and the proposed filter is integrated into the previously
validated FR model with ESSs to form an Integrated Model, which includes a Proposed
Set-Point (PSP) calculation and an anti-windup strategy. The PSP allows FR capacity
from ESSs to be comparable to TGs FR capacity while keeping the system stable, which
is not the case in the current FR process for the OPS. The proposed anti-windup strategy
is added to avoid saturation when both TGs and ESSs reach their limits, or TGs reach
their limits while the ESS facilities are not able to follow the PSP signals because of their
SoC limits. Thus, the proposed filter sends RegA and RegD signals considering the SoC
of fast response resources and capacity limits of ESSs and TGs, and depend on the condi-
tions of the system, working in a coordinated manner. The FR performance with the H2
filter signals, RegA and RegD, is also compared with the existing FR process in the OPS,
focusing on studying the impact of CDs and limited regulation capacity, and the effect of
the PSP calculation and anti-windup strategy. The results show that the H2 filter design
and signal splitting strategy improves the FR process performance significantly, in terms
of reducing the ACE, and thus reduce the need for regulation capacity.
Finally, a detailed methodology is developed to obtain Marginal Rate of Technical
Substitution (MRTS) curves for the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO).
The IESO’s MRTS curves consider different ESSs and discharging times (i.e., 15 min for
FESS, and 15 min, 1 h, 2 h, and 4h for BESS), scenarios (i.e., peak hours, non-peak hours,
morning ramp hours, and evening ramp hours), and seasons. The criteria agreed upon with
the IESO for the generation of heat maps and MRTS is also presented. Furthermore, the
procedure to select the representative typical days per season to be used in the generation
of the MRTS curves is explained in detail, and an example of how to interpret one of the
MRTS curves is explained. Heat maps and MRTS curves are proposed as analysis tools
to allow ISOs to select the desired performance metric, and the combination of RegA and
RegD resources that would allow to achieve it while still reducing the total regulation
capacity. Although this methodology is applied to the IESO, it could be applied to other
ISOs with appropriate modifications.
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ESS ESS: FESS or BESS.
i Elements in W (z).
j Elements in Z(z).
k Generators.
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r Isoquant data point on segment u.
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the isoquant approximation problem of segment u.
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D
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H Inertia constant [MWs/MVA].
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Ov Total number of average MRTS curve data points on segment v.
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R Speed regulation or droop [Hz/MW].
RC FR capacity limit [MW].
RCESS ESSs FR capacity limit [MW].
RCTG TGs FR capacity limit [MW].
Rsr Rising slew rate[MW].
T Total number of segments u in an isoquant.
TG(z ) Transfer function representing the action of TGs contracted for FR.
U off Lower limit of the ESS’s upper SoC band.
U on Upper limit of the ESS’s upper SoC band.
xq,v, yq,v Values of RegD and MRTS, respectively, corresponding to the q average
MRTS data point on segment v.
xr,u, yr,u Values of RegD and RegA, respectively, corresponding to the r isoquant
data point on segment u.
Variables
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αESS Factor indicating the capacity contribution of the ESS to RCESS [p.u.]
ãu, b̃u, c̃u Coefficients of the quadratic function approximating a segment u on an
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xxiii
âv, b̂v Coefficients of the linear function representing each segment v on the
average optimized MRTS curve.
ACE Area Control Error [MW].
ACE filtered ACE filtered signal [MW].
Bp Base-point [MW].
BPESS ESS fixed base point [MW].
BPmESS ESS moving base-point [MW].
Clp Clamping signal.
δ Rotor angle [rad].
f Frequency [Hz].
Φ Controller/Filter.
F (IP) Function of inadvertent payback [MW].
ΦW ,ΦZ Weighting filters associated to the input W and output Z, respectively.
fa Actual frequency [Hz].
∆fss Steady state frequency deviation [Hz].
GP (z) Generalized Plant transfer function matrix.
Hv1 Highest value of RegD for an isoquant [MW].
Hv2 Highest value of RegD for the average optimized MRTS curve [MW].
∆Is1 Change in the value of the isoquant Is1 [MW].
Is1, Is2, Is3 Isoquants representing the output RMSE of ACE [MW].
kup, kdw Outputs of the set-reset flip-flops.
M ESS Maximum available capacity of the ESS [MW].
M ESS Minimum available capacity of the ESS [MW].
xxiv
MPRegD,MPRegA Marginal product of RegD and RegA, respectively.
MRTSRegD,RegA MRTS of RegA for RegD.
N(z) Lower linear fractional transformation of F (z) around GP (z).
NIa Actual net interchanges [MW].
ωr Rotor angular speed [rad/s].
PD Load of the system [MW].
PESS Power output of the ESS [MW].
Pe Real electric power [MW].
PGT Generation total dispatch [MW].
PL Load of the system [MW].
Pm Mechanical power [MW].
Pref Power set-point [MW].
PTGr Output power of TG contracted for FR [MW].
p̃u Vector containing the coefficients ãu, b̃u, c̃u in the isoquant approximation
problem.
p̂v Vector containing the coefficients âv and b̂v in the average MRTS opti-
mization problem.
Rdw Reset state of the kdw flip-flop.
Rs Regulation service provision [MW].
Rup Reset state of the kup flip-flop.
RegA Traditional Regulation Signal [MW].
RegAL Traditional Regulation Signal limited [MW].
RegD Dynamic Regulation Signal [MW].
RegDL Dynamic Regulation Signal limited [MW].
xxv
Sdw Set state of the kdw flip-flop.
Sp Set-point [MW].
Sup Set state of the kup flip-flop.
SOCESS ESS SoC [%].
SPESS ESS SP signal [MW].
SR Scheduled FR signal [MW].
SRESS ESS regulation signal [MW].
Te Electrical torque [Nm].
Tm Mechanical torque [Nm].
U Control signals.
U1 RegA as control signal.
U2 RegD as control signal.
W (Weighted) exogenous inputs/disturbance input vector
Y Sensed outputs.
Y1 ACE as sensed output.
Y2 Cumulative ACE as sensed output.





Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) provide a feasible alternative to supply electrical loads
in power systems, without the undesirable environmental impacts of fossil fuels. However,
despite the significant environmental benefits of RESs, there are several operational chal-
lenges associated with high levels of penetration in power systems. Most of these challenges
are linked to the inherent variability of RESs and the fact that these are not dispatchable,
which leads to increased generation/load mismatches that particularly impact Frequency
Regulation (FR). Research has shown that Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) facilitate in-
creased penetration levels of RESs [1, 2], and can help to maintain grid stability and
reliability [1, 3]; in addition, these ESS systems can be used to provide energy arbitrage
and ancillary services such as FR, spinning reserve, voltage support, and supplemental
reserves, to name a few, while being competitive and economically viable [4, 5]. However,
the ESS power and energy capacities, State of Charge (SoC) management, and type of
technology are limiting factors for these services.
In recent years, there has been a significant interest in ESS technologies because of
their increasing technical maturity and lower cost trends. It is expected that by 2030,
ESSs costs will reduce by up to 75% of current levels, rendering them comparable to the
cost of traditional generation sources; for instance, the total installation cost of Li-ion and
NaS batteries could decrease by up to 61% and 75%, respectively, while Flywheel Energy
Storage Systems (FESSs) could reduce their installation cost up to 35% by 2030 [6, 7].
Policies around the world are being modified and new services are being created to
facilitate participation of ESSs as fast FR service providers [3, 8, 9]. However, there is
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a need to develop dynamic models for bulk power systems equipped with ESS. These
models need to be tested and validated over long-term simulation time-horizon for robust
performance.
Currently, in Ontario, two scheduled regulation signals are sent: one to traditional
generators, and one to ESS facilities. The signal sent to traditional facilities, which are
actually in charge of most of the FR service in Ontario, assumes that these cannot react
to very fast frequency changes. However, while ESSs have the ability to respond to fast
frequency excursions, the signal they receive in Ontario is not coordinated with the signal
sent to traditional generators, which can cause over-compensation of the Area Control
Error (ACE) once the capacity of ESS facilities contracted for FR becomes significant as
compared to traditional resources. This can lead to increased ACE and hence increased
regulation capacity requirement, thus reducing the potential benefit that fast resources
could add to the FR control process. Therefore, an adequate optimized strategy to split
the scheduled regulation signals into two coordinated signals: one to be sent to the slower
response facilities (Traditional Regulation Signal (RegA)), and the other to fast response
facilities (Dynamic Regulation Signal (RegD)), which is similar to what is done in some
US jurisdictions and should improve the FR performance in Ontario.
Fast response ESS technologies can mitigate frequency variations when included in the
FR control loop [10]. A critical factor that influences the FR service provided by ESSs is
the SoC management of the facility. Any inappropriate management of SoC of the ESS
facilities, such as imposing a neutrality condition when not needed or not having an idling
state, can worsen the ACE signal. Therefore, accurate modelling and appropriate analysis
of the SoC management in the existing ESS facilities can help improve FR performance.
In addition, Communication Delays (CDs) in the signal transmission from/to the control
center to/from the facilities contracted for FR, affect the FR process performance; with
CDs not allowing ESSs to act as fast as they are able to, since CDs could be longer (e.g.,
several seconds) than the time response of the ESSs to a given signal (i.e., milliseconds to
seconds). Hence, including CDs in system models for FR studies is essential in order to
obtain realistic results pertaining to the benefits of adding ESS in the FR control loop. This
requires having a model that allows long-term closed-loop frequency analysis to examine
the impact on ACE when considering ESS in the FR process and splitting of the FR signal
into two signals.
In February 2017, PJM Interconnection LLC (PJM) proposed the implementation of
a Marginal Rate of Technical Substitution (MRTS) curve replacing a Benefit Factor (BF)
curve used at the time, with the latter and its incorrect implementation through opti-
mization, clearing and settlement process introducing flaws in PJM’s regulation market
regarding under- and over-payment of fast resources. However, this proposal was rejected
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by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) because of its inconsistencies with
Order 755 [11, 12, 13]. Although the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO)
is not under FERC jurisdiction, it is considering the participation of ESSs in the IESO-
Administered Markets (IAMs) through the Storage Design Project (SDP) Long-term De-
sign Vision, which suggests that with a correct implementation, the IESO can take ad-
vantage of the benefits of MRTS as a tool to determine the appropriate combination of
regulation capacity from fast and slow resources. Hence, there is a need to develop the
MRTS curves for Ontario and examine their performance in reducing the overall regulation
capacity used, which can yield cost savings for the IESO.
In view of the aforementioned issue, the main objective of this research is to analyze the
impact of fast FR in bulk power systems, using the Ontario Power System (OPS) as a case
study, starting with developing a proper system model for a real power grid considering
the main stages in the FR control process, and appropriate empirical-based models of ESSs
for FR studies. These models are then used to design a filter to divide the FR signal and
to investigate the split signal impact on ACE, considering CDs, and taking into account
the SoC management model of the ESSs. The developed models and controls should be
suitable for long-term FR studies. Finally, representative MRTS curves are developed for
Ontario and are considered for analysis in the implementation of ESS facilities in IAMs.
1.2 Literature Review
The literature review presented in this section focuses mainly on frequency regulation with
ESS and splitting the regulation signal. The issue of CDs in signal transmission in the
FR control process is also discussed, and FR practices by various Independent System
Operators (ISOs) in US and Canada are reviewed.
1.2.1 Frequency Regulation Practices in US and Canada
In 2018, the US FERC amended its regulation (Order 841) to facilitate the participation
of ESS in energy, capacity, and ancillary service markets operated by ISOs and Regional
Transmission Organizations (RTOs) [8]. In addition, FERC Order 755 recommends a
performance-based payment for FR to incentivize the integration of fast response ESS
technologies [14], which led to changes in market design in some of the US markets, and to
the introduction of a two-part payment scheme for FR reserves: capacity and performance
payment (mileage payment) [15, 16, 17]. In 2019, the SDP was initiated by the IESO to
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clearly formalize the participation of ESS in IAMs for the interim period, and develop a
vision for their participation in the IAMs over the long-term [18]. All these changes suggest
that the role and importance of ESS will keep growing in Ontario and in jurisdictions
worldwide; therefore, studies to analyze the impact of ESSs in the provision of power
system ancillary services are needed.
Some ISOs are considering measures to support the integration of ESS within their ad-
ministered markets [9], or have procured or already implemented ESS-based FR to exploit
the unique characteristics and potential benefits of fast responding technologies such as
Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) and FESSs [3, 7, 14, 15, 19]. For instance, the
California Independent System Operator (CAISO) includes ESS within a set of resources
called non-generating resources, which can be non-Regulation Energy Management (REM)
resources and be subject to the same conditions as traditional generators to meet a 60
minute continuous energy requirement, or be REM resources with an energy requirement
of 15 minutes [20]. In the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO), the ESSs are
called Limited Energy Storage Resources (LESR), and are assigned their regulation base
point depending on their SoC every 5 minutes [16]. The IESO of Ontario has procured
around 50 MW of ESSs capacity in recent years, and has actively encouraged the partic-
ipation of ESS in the IAMs through several programs and pilot projects, which provide
various services to the system and learning opportunities for all stakeholders [9, 21]. In
March 2018, the first fully dispatchable BESS was integrated with the Ontario system,
and later, in April 2018, the Energy Storage Advisory Group (ESAG) was established to
support the IESO in developing policies and tools to integrate ESS facilities within the
IAM. Additionally, recent legislative changes in Ontario related to net metering regulation
[22], render RESs with ESS of any size as eligible for net metering. Hence, penetration
of ESS technologies is likely to grow significantly in the coming years. Indeed, it is also
envisaged that services besides FR such as reactive support and voltage control, which
have traditionally been procured from synchronous generators and capacitor banks, will
be provided by ESSs.
Over the last few years, some ISOs in USA have implemented strategies to split the
FR signal into a slow signal RegA and a fast signal RegD, which act on conventional and
fast-responding assets, respectively [3, 15]. This is done to use the fast response capabil-
ity of ESS beyond the traditional Automatic Generation Control (AGC) framework, with
resources following the RegD signal receiving extra payment [20]. For instance, PJM con-
siders the participation of ESS in its FR market and offers two regulation signals: RegA
meant for traditional generators with limited ramp rate, and RegD meant for high ramp
rate capability units. The signal RegD is derived from the same algorithm as RegA, but
RegD filters out low-frequency components, resulting in a fast cycling signal [15, 16]. The
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Independent System Operator of New England (ISO-NE) includes ESS facilities in their
Alternative Technology Regulation Resources; it uses two faster energy neutral signals
(energy-neutral continuous and energy neutral trinary) meant for alternative technologies,
and also sends a slower AGC signal to conventional facilities every four seconds [20, 23];
these signals behave similarly to PJM’s RegD and RegA, respectively [20]. The Mid-
continent Independent System Operator (MISO) also has an AGC-enhanced signal for fast
ramping resources, specifically to allow ESSs to participate in the regulation reserve market
and to improve the use of fast ramping facilities [17].
1.2.2 Frequency Regulation with Energy Storage
The fast response characteristic of ESSs, such as FESS and BESS, make them particularly
suitable to provide fast FR services [4]. In [24], a combination of wind power and a BESS
is proposed in a real-time cooperation scheme to take advantage of their complementary
characteristics in joint energy and regulation markets. In the proposed scheme, the wind
power is used to track the FR signal and the BESS compensates for insufficient and inac-
curate power. The cooperation scheme is tested using historical market and RegD data
from PJM. However, the proposed scheme is developed from the facility point of view, thus
not making it suitable for FR studies from the ISO’s perspective.
In [25], a hybrid scheme that includes a super capacitor and a BESS is proposed for
FR provision from the system viewpoint. The objective is to combine both technologies so
that their mutual disadvantages can be compensated; thus, the proposed scheme intends to
increase the lifespan of the BESS by reducing cycling, given the initial fast response of the
super capacitor. However, the hybrid scheme is only tested on a small single area system
while the SoC of the BESS is not considered, which can impact the results significantly.
A robust optimization framework proposed in [26] is adopted for the provision of FR
by Electric Vehicles (EV) in a performance-based compensation scheme. The proposed
formulation takes into account uncertainty of the AGC signal and dynamic arrival and
departure times of the EVs, and seeks to enhance their revenues considering US market
rules. An aggregator coordinates the EVs to provide regulation services to the ISO. The
framework allows the EVs to follow the AGC for most of the time. Actual AGC signals and
prices from PJM are used in the simulation studies. However, as noted in the paper, the FR
service provision is not guaranteed all the time, and hence the regulation by EVs need to
be supported by a facility fully dedicated to the FR provision. Furthermore, the proposed
scheme is developed from the perspective of EVs and does not examine the provision of
FR from an ISO perspective.
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An optimization framework considering a BESS for provision of FR and peak shaving
applications is presented in [27]. BESS degradation, operational constraints, and uncer-
tainties in FR signals and customer loads are considered. The joint optimization of using
BESS for both FR and peak shaving for a commercial customer results in greater savings
than the sum of savings from BESS used for individual applications. In [28], energy arbi-
trage and FR from BESS are considered simultaneously by co-optimizing the two services
using a Markov decision process formulation. Since the two services are on different time
scales, a dynamic programming approach that takes advantage of the nested structure and
solves smaller sub-problems is used. However, both [27] and [28] are modelled from the
BESS owners’ perspective, and thus investigating their impact on the regulation control
process is not feasible.
A coordination algorithm to dispatch FR services between slow and fast resources is pre-
sented in [29], from the facility’s point of view. The purpose of the algorithm is to prioritize
an FESS to follow the ACE signal while its SoC is within a desired band, and a conventional
generator is dispatched if the SoC moves outside that band, to charge/discharge the FESS
and bring the SoC within the desired range. An actual ACE signal is used, normalized to
±25 MW. However, the FESS with SoC band control is based on a manufacturer provided
model and no details are provided. Furthermore, although the FR regulation range is ±25
MW, the algorithm is not tested for a FR signal beyond the ±20 MW range, and the
insensitivity of FESS to deep discharges is not taken advantage of.
An FR strategy using fuzzy-logic control based on ACE and the SoC of a BESS is
presented in [30]. The ACE and SoC of the BESS are inputs to the fuzzy controller
while the output power of the BESS is the output of the controller. The ACE and SoC
of the BESS are both divided into four regulation zones, so that the BESS participates
in secondary FR according to AGC instructions combined with the fuzzy controller to
smooth the output of the BESS and assist thermal power units. The model is tested on a
system formed by a thermal power unit and a BESS. However, the SoC model used is not
presented, even though this is one of the inputs to the controller.
A BESS control strategy to improve the AGC performance is studied in [31]. The
controller seeks to minimize the rate of non-compliance of a dynamic performance criteria
by maintaining the AGC response within the FR response accuracy margins, which define
the slowest and fastest response to an FR signal. An SoC control that levels out the
SoC of the BESS is included in the strategy, and the BESS is only used during certain FR
assistance periods to keep degradation and extreme SoC levels to a minimum. The strategy
is evaluated using 400 h of the actual AGC signal of a Balancing Authority (BA) of the
Spanish power system, whose AGC regulator is based on merit order. However, the impact
of the BESS response to this control strategy on the system’s frequency is neglected, since
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there is no modification in the FR signal in response to the BESS for the cases analyzed.
This is not an accurate representation of the FR process, since the response of the facilities
to the FR signal modify the ACE.
The Load Frequency Control (LFC) of a two-area interconnected system, each area with
one steam turbine and an FESS is considered in [32]. The FESS and the governors of the
generators have Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers, with their parameters
optimized using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The FESS directly controls its output to correct
the system frequency, preventing sudden changes in the governor of the generator. It is
noted that the PID controller of the FESS is more robust, faster, and more accurate than
the generator’s PID controller. However, the capacities of the conventional generator and
the FESS are not provided. Also, the signal sent to the FESS does not include a bias factor
nor the tie-line flow deviations, and the FESS model does not include the effect of SoC.
The AGC operation of a 1 MW/2 MWh BESS in a 10 MW grid connected wind
park is examined in [33]. The actual BESS responses to historic RegD signals from PJM
are obtained from the Modbus network. The BESS has five operating modes including
maintenance, idling, and three AGC provision modes, a time response lower than one
second, and an insignificant CD. Simulations show that the BESS is able to follow the
set-point signal 64% of the time, that the error in following the signal is higher as the
SoC increases, and that the efficiency of the BESS is 76% under the test conditions. It is
concluded that BESS are fast response devices, able to provide AGC. However, the authors
do not model the FR signal sent to the BESS or analyze the operation of the BESS with
a different FR signal.
In [34], a BESS model including the battery bank model and the dc-to-dc converter
model is presented and tested on a benchmark transmission system. However, the model is
quite detailed and require information on the internal state variables which is not practical
for long-term FR of bulk power systems. ESS models for frequency control are presented
in [35, 36, 37]; however, these only consider primary frequency control provision and not
secondary regulation.
1.2.3 Splitting the Regulation Signal
Initial attempts of ISOs to split the FR signal between conventional and fast assets, con-
sidering economic and operational factors such as market aspects, system stability, and
performance [3, 15], have resulted in reduced FR procurement requirements [20]. How-
ever, only limited technical information on the ISOs’ implemented strategies is publicly
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available, with only block diagrams and no details on their design or tuning processes [38].
Thus, it is impractical to develop split signal strategies without detailed design data.
The coordination between conventional generators and BESSs at high wind penetration
is reported in [39]. A droop with SoC feedback fitting conventional primary and secondary
FR controls is presented. The BESSs tracks the high frequency components of frequency
deviations, complementing the primary FR provided by conventional generators. In the
secondary FR process, the SoC of BESSs is restored to a desired level with power from
conventional generators which also provide secondary FR. The method controls the partic-
ipation of the BESSs based on their SoC level, is theoretically demonstrated and validated
through time and frequency domain analyses, and is tested in a future grid scenario of the
power system in Jeju Island, in South Korea. However, this strategy may not be trans-
ferable to bulk power systems, since CDs in the FR process are not considered, which can
have a significant impact on FR performance in large power systems, affecting primary FR
provision and secondary frequency control.
In [40], an FR scheme is proposed wherein a BESS acts together with the conventional
AGC signal, and an AGC control strategy based on the ACE signal is formulated. In
the first AGC approach, an index that captures the capability of the BESS to respond
to AGC signals in charging/discharging mode is proposed, using it instead of the SoC to
decide the participation of BESS in the AGC. In the second strategy, the ACE signal is
distributed to conventional generators and BESS, based on the capability index of the
latter. The approaches are tested on a model of the Salvadorian power system, showing
significant benefits in AGC performance with the inclusion of the BESS. However, the first
AGC approach does not take advantage of the fast power response capability of BESS,
since the signals received by the conventional generator and BESS are the same, only
scaled to their capacity. On the other hand, the second AGC approach includes a filter
and a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller in the FR path for conventional generators,
and another in the FR signal path for the BESS, but no tuning details of the filter or PI
controller are provided.
A method of scheduling ESS and conventional FR capacity in a day-ahead FR market
based on compliance of the Control Performance Standard 1 (CPS1) is proposed in [41],
from a system viewpoint. The regulation signal used is the ACE multiplied by participation
factors, one for conventional units and one for ESS. Two piece-wise linear functions repre-
senting the relation between conventional and ESS resources and between ESS power and
energy capacity are developed to establish a capacity relationship between ESS and con-
ventional generators. These curves are then integrated in an optimization problem with
the objective to allocate resources, while minimizing total capacity cost. The method,
tested on the two-area IEEE Reliability Test System in PSS/E, is effective in scheduling
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FR capacity of ESS and conventional facilities to meet CPS1 in the presence of stochastic
load variations at minimum cost. However, the ESS model only accounts for power ca-
pacity limits and no SoC model is considered, which yields unrealistic ESS benefits in FR
control.
Strategies to provide FR using ESS and thermal generation using two data sets of total
generation are studied in [42]; power, ramp rate, and energy duration curves are used to
determine the ESS capacity needed. A model to split the FR signal into two, one sent to
the fast ESS units and the other to slower thermal generation units, is proposed. A high
pass filter is used to extract the high frequency component, and a closed-loop to control
the SoC including an integrator with saturation is proposed; the remaining component of
the signal is sent to the thermal generation units. An undesirable ramping of the slow
signal shows up when the second data set is used; analyses reveal that the level of “fuzz”
or large changes are influenced by the control area size and the measurement frequency of
the sample data, which play an important role in filter design. However, the study does
not account for the closed-loop feedback effects of the filter outputs in FR control. Also,
it does not investigate if the fast FR signal reduces the AGC capacity requirement, or the
implications of this signal on the ACE. Finally, the ESS model is not validated, as it does
not correspond to any specific technology, and therefore practical limitations arising from
specific technologies are not properly modelled, such as ramp rate, SoC management, and
service duration.
1.2.4 Communication Delays in Frequency Regulation
An H∞-based delay-dependent non-linear sliding mode controller for FR with constant
and time variant delays CDs is proposed in [43]. The delays are in the communication
of the ACE signal from the control center to the facilities, and the communication of
frequency and power in the interconnection signals from Remote Terminal Units (RTUs)
to the control center. The Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional approach is used to study the
delay dependent stability of the closed-loop system. The objective of the controller is to
minimize the effect of CDs and load changes on frequency deviations and tie-line power
exchanges. The controller is tested on a two-area closed-loop system for a random load
disturbance and generation rate constraints with constant and time-variant CDs; each area
is represented by one equivalent generator. However, variables such as load changes, power
from other generators in the system, inadvertent payback, and scheduled frequency and
tie-line power, which are present in real bulk power systems, are not considered as inputs in
this controller. Furthermore, the maximum CD considered in the work is only 2 s, whereas
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large power systems present higher CDs in practice; for instance, the average CD from the
control center to conventional generators in the Ontario system is 34 s.
In [44], a robust decentralized design of a PI controller for AGC is presented, which
considers CDs modelled as a low order norm-bounded multiplicative uncertainty. The
stability and performance objectives of the AGC are accomplished with an H2/H∞ mixed
control technique, through an iterative linear matrix inequalities algorithm, resulting in a
sub-optimal solution. The results demonstrate that the conservative design of the controller
is a good trade-off for all AGC objectives when load disturbances and CDs are present.
However, the CD associated with the tie-line power measurements received at the control
center, and included in ACE calculation, are not considered, which would otherwise increase
the model complexity. Moreover, the ACE signal filter is not included, which is necessary
to avoid fast fluctuations of the ACE signal which cause wear and tear of generators.
The authors in [45] present the practical application of a 2 MW/0.5 MWh BESS con-
nected to the terminal of a coal-fired generator, which has the worst AGC performance out
of four units in a power plant in Beijing. The BESS constraints related to SoC, state of
health, and power limits are considered for the control of the BESS, which communicates
with the generator to aid its response to AGC commands. The control system and configu-
ration of the BESS are described in detail, as well as its coordinated control strategy. It is
noted that coordinated operation of the BESS and the generator result in improved overall
performance of the AGC response of the power plant and BESS, meeting the set require-
ments. However, the average 3 s delay introduced by this controller (signal measurement,
execution of control, and communication) does not consider other significant CDs present
in large systems that affect the performance of FR.
1.2.5 Discussion
Based on the preceding literature review, most of the research on FR with ESSs does not
consider more than one type of ESS technology, and only a few papers consider the FR
process. Furthermore, some studies include CDs in the FR process, but ESSs are not
included, while only a few studies that consider ESS include a model of the SoC of the
facility. However, CDs and proper models of the ESS SoC, which are not all simultane-
ously included in any of the aforementioned works, have the potential to impact the FR
performance [43, 46]. Indeed, appropriate ESS models for FR studies are lacking, which
are necessary for impact studies of ESSs on FR from the ISO’s perspective.
Detailed and accurate models of the BESS have been reported, but their extensive
level of detail make them unsuitable for FR studies of large interconnected power systems.
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Other works present ESS models for primary FR, but do not include secondary regulation.
Most of the works that present models for FR are focused on the control of the SoC or
the regulation signal; however, a complete closed-loop and validated model considering all
the main stages in the FR process from the ISO’s perspective, including ESSs and CDs,
is needed for long-term FR studies. Also, determining the actual and potential benefits
of ESSs for FR in an interconnected power system requires a model that represents the
system frequency dynamics and its limitations. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
there are no reported works that discuss the use and impact of ESSs on FR in real bulk
power systems.
Finally, there is only limited information on splitting the regulation signals for FR
with ESSs. Particularly, there is not much publicly available information on the strategies
implemented by ISOs to split their regulation signals; only block diagrams and general
descriptions of strategies are available. Splitting the FR signal into a slow and a fast
component, while considering operational limits, is still a work in progress. Indeed, the
actual benefits of ESSs can be only realized if there is an appropriate filtering strategy for
the FR signal. Some splitting criteria has been reported in the literature, but most of these
works do not consider the impact of the FR facilities on the ACE, thus not presenting a
realistic view of splitting strategies for FR.
1.3 Research Objectives
Based on the literature review and the identified critical issues on FR with ESSs, FR signal
splitting, and issues with CDs, the following are the main objectives of this thesis:
• Develop a comprehensive mathematical simulation model for FR of a large intercon-
nected power system operating under normal conditions for FR simulations in short
periods of time (i.e., seconds to a few hours), including empirically-based SoC mod-
els for FESS and BESS that consider their charging and discharging characteristics,
and considering CDs in the FR model to analyze their impact on the ACE and SoC
management of ESS for FR. The proposed FR model parameters are estimated and
validated with OPS information and operational data provided by IESO. This model
will be referred to as the Base Case Model throughout the thesis.
• Propose a novel H2-filter design procedure to optimally split the FR signal into fast
and slow components, with the fast component sent to the ESSs and slow component
sent to conventional generators to improve the FR performance in terms of minimizing
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ACE variations, integrating the proposed H2-filter into the previously validated OPS
FR simulation model that includes ESSs and CDs, to form an Integrated Model of
the FR process.
• Demonstrate the impact of fast response ESSs on the FR process by applying the
proposed Integrated Model to the OPS, accounting for and evaluating the effect of
CDs and limited regulation capacity, comparing the performance of the Integrated
Model with respect to the Base Case Model in terms of ACE reduction.
• Finally, propose a detailed methodology to generate the MRTS curves for the OPS
for different ESS technologies with varying discharge times, load scenarios, and sea-
sons, demonstrating the advantages of using MRTS curves in the context of the FR
performance of the system, while considering both fast and slow response service
providers.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive review of
the background topics relevant to this thesis, including the basics of FR in power systems.
An overview of frequency control in Ontario, covering some of the latest developments on
ESSs from a FR perspective, focusing on FESS and BESS, are also discussed.
Chapter 3 discusses the details of the Base Case Model developed. All the relevant
stages in the frequency control process are considered, and the model is validated using
data from the OPS and its two ESS facilities, based on a practical transient stability model
of the North American Eastern Interconnection (NAEI). Model validation, impact of CDs,
SoC management model of ESS facilities in the FR process, and computational efficiency
of the proposed FR model are discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 presents the details of the H2-filter design and the Integrated Model, which
is used to analyze the impact of ESSs facilities, CDs, and limited regulation capacity in
the FR process for the OPS. Studies comparing the Integrated Model and the Base Case
Model are presented and examined.
Chapter 5 presents the detailed methodology for developing the IESO’s MRTS curves
for different ESSs technologies, considering various discharging times, scenarios, and sea-
sons. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the thesis content, highlights the main conclusions




This chapter provides a background review of the relevant topics and concepts related to
the research presented in this thesis. The basics of FR in power systems and an overview
of FR in Ontario are discussed. An overview of fast ESSs, including FESS and BESS, from
a frequency control perspective is also presented.
2.1 Frequency Control in Power Systems
Frequency is a system-wide characteristic of power systems, which should be maintained
within specified limits to ensure the stable and reliable operation of the system. Large
frequency deviations can be caused by generators tripping or sudden changes in demand,
which can result in system instability and blackouts, while small frequency deviations
could damage frequency sensitive equipment such as thermal generators and transformers.
Therefore, appropriate frequency control is essential to maintain the normal operation of
a power grid.
FR in power systems refer to the dynamic control loop that maintains the system
frequency at 50/60 Hz, given a predefined tolerance, by continuously balancing the power
generation with the system load [47]. FR services are required in order to compensate for
forecast errors, non-linear behaviour of demand between dispatches, and non-dispatchable
generation/load resources. These uncertainties may exceed the contracted capacity of FR
resources, which is automatically compensated by the grid inter-ties, thereby deviating the
power interchanges from their scheduled values [48].
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Each control area in an interconnected power system could be thought of as a large
machine [48], where the “speed” of rotation is the frequency. The steady-state frequency is
common throughout the whole control area. If the total generation within the control area
exceeds the demand, the frequency increases beyond its nominal value. Conversely, if there
is a generation deficit and the stored energy in not enough to eliminate the imbalance, the
frequency decreases from its scheduled value. In either of these scenarios, the balance is
initially restored by the instantaneous response of frequency dependent loads, and gener-
ators’ governors that regulate their output. Normally, frequency deviations of less than
0.05 Hz are considered small [49], although this depends on the operating condition and
the control area, with the control area frequency deviation depending on the relation be-
tween the magnitude of the imbalance and the size of the control area. These frequency
deviations could be caused by congestion or equipment failure; thus, the frequency could
be considered as a health indicator of the power system [48].
Table 2.1: Frequency Controls Timeframes [47, 50].
Control Typical timeframe
Primary control (local generator’s response) 10 to 60 s
Secondary control (control area level) 1 to 10 min
Tertiary control (system level) 10 to 30 min
2.1.1 Primary Frequency Control [47, 50]
Primary frequency control is also known as Primary Frequency Response (PFR), and
is provided by sources already connected to the system. It is critical for maintaining
the reliability of the interconnection after a disturbance by restoring the generation-load
balance, and it is implemented through governor control and automatically assisted by
the response of frequency dependent loads (mainly motors) [48]. This primary control has
the objective of stabilizing the frequency of the system, generally at a different value of
frequency than the scheduled one. The deviation of the frequency from its nominal value is
caused by the power mismatch within the system. If PFR is not adequate, large frequency
excursions could cause load interruption by triggering frequency protection relays, which
may lead to blackouts.
The turbine-governor closed loop control is the main component for PFR [47]. The
governor can have isochronous or speed-droop characteristics. The isochronous governor
adjusts the valve of the steam turbine or gates of the hydraulic turbine based on a signal
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originating from the difference between ωr and its reference. However, if the generators
involved in the FR process do not have exactly the same speed settings, they would fight
each other to control the frequency based on their own settings; hence, isochronous control
works well for an isolated generation-load system or a system in which only one generator
is in charge of the FR. For a system with multiple generators in charge of the FR process,
governors with speed-droop characteristic are preferred. These governors have proportional
controllers with a gain of 1/R, where R in Hz/MW is the speed regulation or droop of
each generator and relates the frequency change ∆f with respect to the change in power





The essential variables in the operation of PFR are real power generated Pe, the me-
chanical power Pm, electrical torque Te, mechanical torque Tm, and angular speed ωr. In
steady state, Pe is balanced by Pm, while dynamically ωr depends on Pe and Pm through






= Tm − Te −Dω∆ωr (2.2)
dδ
dt
= ωr − ω0 = ∆ωr (2.3)
These represent the generator angle δ swing equation, which determines the rotor angular
speed change ∆ωr during disturbances with respect to the synchronous speed ω0, depending
on the inertia constant H in MWs/MVA, and the load damping factor D, which models
the variations in consumed power respect to frequency (Df in MW/Hz) or speed (Dω in
Nm
rad/s
). When a load change occurs, it is reflected as a change in Te, thus causing a mismatch
between Tm and Te, that results in a change of ∆ωr.
For a specific operating point, the system response ∆f to a load change ∆PL of the
system illustrated in Figure 2.1 is determined by the frequency-sensitive load response to
frequency changes1, and by the kinetic energy stored in all mechanical systems at that
moment. If there is no frequency deviation (∆f = 0), the errors sent to the governor-
turbine closed loop controllers are driven by the error in the desired output power ∆Prefk
only, where k is associated to each generator in the system. On the other hand, when a
deviation in frequency takes place (∆f 6= 0), the governor-turbine closed loop controllers
1The electrical power change ∆Pe has two components, a non-frequency-sensitive load change ∆PL,
and a frequency-sensitive load change Df∆f .
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of primary and secondary frequency control of an isolated
power system [47, 50].
act on the error signal (∆Prefk − ∆f/Rk), which try to eliminate the error by adjusting
the mechanical power ∆Pmk ; the effect of the change of the generator output k on the
frequency will depend on the generator’s size compared to the system’s size. The accu-
mulated response of the generators,
∑ng
k ∆Pmk , seeks to eliminate the frequency deviation
by matching ∆PL. In Figure 2.1, Generator 1 is contracted to provide FR services, while
Generator 2 to Generator ng are on primary control only.
The composite frequency response characteristic of a power system depends on the sum
of the droop characteristics of all generator speed governors 1/Rk and the load damping
parameter Df . Therefore, following a load change, the steady-state frequency deviation








where ng is the total number of generators in the system, and β is the frequency response
of the system in MW/Hz, which for a real system is determined based on real historical
events [51].
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2.1.2 Secondary Frequency Control
There is a need to correct the generation-demand mismatch created by steady-state fre-
quency deviations, which is provided by the dispatched generators in the control area and
those that can be started up within a short time period. This action, known as secondary
control, has the objective to restore the frequency to nominal values and to restore the
primary control capability of the system, by modifying the power reference set-point of the
generators that participate in this control. This can be manual or automatic centralized
dispatch, is commonly referred to as AGC, and takes place after transients and governors’
action have died down [48].
Isolated System AGC
It has the objective to restore the system frequency to its nominal value. An integral
control acting on Pref of the units contracted for AGC, as shown in Figure 2.1, ensures
zero frequency error in steady state.
Interconnected System AGC
It seeks to maintain the scheduled interchange and frequency through governor control
using measured power on the tie lines and frequency. The implementation of AGC relies
on modifying the load reference set-point Pref , of the generators contracted for this service,
based on the signals from their respective control areas, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The
AGC’s main objective is minimizing the frequency excursions and tie-lie errors as fast as
possible to avoid stress on the controls and ensure system stability by adjusting the output
of selected generators; this is referred to as load-frequency control. A secondary objective
of the AGC is distributing the required change in generator’s outputs among units to
minimize operating costs [50]. Additionally, the cumulative frequency error and tie-line
interchange power error should be relatively small to prevent bias in clocks and control
systems, and inadvertent interchanges on the tie-lines.
Hydroelectric generators have traditionally provided AGC because they have less re-
strictive ramp limitations, and are thus able to respond relatively quickly to changes in
the reference power signal. Other units traditionally used for this purpose are gas turbine
facilities, even though they have more restrictive ramp limitations than hydro units, but
less so than steam units.
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of primary and secondary frequency control of a two-area
power system [47, 50].
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The generators contracted under AGC receive control signals sent by the ISO to the
RTU or to the plant controller. The control signals must consider the technical character-
istics of the units, such as ramp rates and maximum and minimum power, and can be sent
as MW set-point commands to change the value of the generation or pulse commands to
increase or decrease the output of the generator. The type of command depends on the
ISO and the design of the units’ governor system. Units without the capability to receive
MW set-points will change their output power based on the pulse width, which changes
the position of the unit’s power control. Considering that the resulting change in MW may
differ from the intended value, the next pass of the AGC controller will detect the error and
apply further adjustments in all the generators participating in the AGC. Units with MW
controllers with remote MW set-point capability can decide whether to receive raise/lower
pulses or a direct MW set-point from the ISO. The latter is preferred because it eliminates
the error that results in the conversion from a pulse width into a MW value. In both cases,
the signal sent to the generators is filtered based on the units’ capacities. The ISOs have
to tune their filter parameters in agreement with the generating units that are part of the
AGC, to reduce their wear and tear [52]. The AGC is an ancillary service contracted by
ISOs to maintain the ACE within an acceptable range by controlling multiple generators.
Area Control Error
It is the instantaneous mismatch between the measured and scheduled interchange power
in interconnected systems, considering the frequency bias effect, and the meter error cor-
rection. The ACE can be seen as a concept developed to extract the contribution of each
control area to the interconnection frequency deviation. Hence, each control area monitors
and seeks to keep the ACE within limits, while fairly balancing the responsibility among all
control areas to maintain the interconnection frequency. This balance is achieved through
computer-controlled adjustments of generators, communication with power plants, buy-
ing/selling power from/to other control areas, and possible emergency actions such as load
shedding. Basically, if the ACE is positive, generation should decrease, while if ACE is
negative, generation must increase to attain an ideal ACE value of zero. As part of the
FR process, the control loop calculates the ACE, which extracts contributions of a control
area to the interconnection frequency deviation, monitoring and keeping it within limits
[47, 48]. The ACE is calculated as follows [50]:
ACE = (NIa −NIs) + 10B(fa − fs)− IME (2.5)
where the first term, which comprises the measured net interchange NIa and the scheduled
net interchange NIs, represents the interchange error; this assures that over long time
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period the control area does not excessively depend on other interconnected areas for
complying with the interchange obligations and meeting their demand. The net power
interchange into a control area is positive, and negative otherwise.
The second term in (2.5) considers the bias B, the measured frequency fa and scheduled
frequency fs. The intention of B is to provide frequency support without withdrawing it
after the initial transient period or through the AGC action [53]. Alternative equations
for ACE define this second term as negative, where B also negative. Considering that
each control area has its own B, this term represents the area’s bias obligation, which the
North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) sets as a negative number in
MW/0.1 Hz and helps compensate frequency deviations. The bias should not be less than
the control area’s frequency response β, and has to be at least 1% of the predicted load or
generation peak in accordance to BAL-003 [48].
The last term IME in (2.5) is the interchange meter error correction factor, whose
purpose is to compensate for equipment errors. This generalized equation is used in an
interconnected system where each ISO/BA is assigned FR responsibilities. The ACE pro-
vided by the ISO to the AGC of the dispatching units is defined in order to comply with
NERC standards [48]. The resulting FR signal, based on the ACE, is sent to the assigned
regulating assets at specified time intervals, which depending on the system complexity,
technology used, and/or size can be 2 to 4 s for large grids.
2.2 Overview of Energy Storage Systems from Fre-
quency Control Perspective
Electrical load variations can be seen on different time scales; thus, there are certain
patterns which repeat from year to year, their behaviour2 is different from one season to
another, and some patterns can be observed monthly, weekends, weekdays, and even daily.
While long-term load forecasts typically yield good accuracy, intra-hour load changes can
be more challenging to predict. With the rapidly increasing penetration of RESs, the power
system now experiences fast intra-dispatch interval power changes which are very difficult
to predict and can significantly impact the FR performance [55]. These fast changes, which
may occur every second, result in a mismatch between the generation and load, which the
AGC tries to correct by appropriate frequency control. However, traditional generators
are limited by their time response and ramp rate, and hence such fast changes in demand
2The load behaviour is influenced by factors such as economic outlook, weather scenarios, electricity
price, energy conservation measures, and penetration of embedded generation [54].
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cannot be properly tracked by these assets. When the mismatch occurs, the AGC sends a
signal to generators to modify their power output; the generators respond to this signal a
few seconds later because of CDs, thus causing the power imbalance to accumulate and the
frequency deviation, and hence the ACE, to increase by the time the generator responds
to the control signal. If a facility could correct the mismatch instantaneously when it
occurs, the cumulative error can be reduced significantly, thereby reducing the frequency
deviations and ACE as well. This can be realized by including fast response FR from ESS
facilities in the FR control process, as PJM has been doing since 2012 [56].
The ESSs draw electrical energy from the power system, convert it to another form,
and release it back to the system when needed. ESS technologies are able to store large
amounts of energy and dispatch them when the grid requires, thereby improving the overall
system operation by providing bulk energy services, customer energy management services,
stacked services, and ancillary services. The latter services include spinning, non-spinning,
and supplemental reserves, as well as voltage support, black start, and FR [4, 57]. The
ESSs suitable for FR service are those with fast response characteristic, since they can
accurately follow the FR signal.
ESS technologies include pumped storage hydro, BESS, FESS, Compressed-Air Energy
Storage (CAES), super capacitors, hydrogen and thermal storage [4]. CAES and pumped
storage hydro have high capacity (in GW) and are able to discharge for tens of hours. On
the other hand, some batteries and flywheels are capable of discharging in the order of
seconds to minutes only, and have lower energy storage capacity.
ESS grid-scale projects have been deployed to support FR services in different sys-
tems [3]. The maturity of BESS and FESS technology has opened the door to analyze
and implement strategies that take advantage of their fast response characteristic. Various
studies have examined the technical benefits and capacity limits of different fast regulat-
ing assets while complying with their performance standards (e.g., [19]). In general, the
FR strategy of ISOs has evolved to allow more than one regulation signal depending on
the asset ramp rate. For example, a traditional or slow changing FR signal is sent to
conventional generators (e.g., hydro and gas turbines), while fast changing assets, such
as FESS and BESS, are sent a faster changing FR signal that accounts for higher ramp
rates of these technologies [3]. However, despite all the characteristics that make these
ESS technologies suitable for FR provisions, both FESSs and BESSs have a limited energy
storage capacity that impact the provision of FR services. The presented research focuses
on these two specific ESS technologies, given their fast FR characteristics, and therefore
brief descriptions of these are presented next [4, 58].
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2.2.1 Flywheel Energy Storage Systems
Figure 2.3: FESS configuration [59, 60].
This mechanical type of ESS technology, depicted in Figure 2.3, stores kinetic energy in
the angular momentum of a spinning mass and responds in miliseconds to minutes, which
make them a valuable option for power quality, UPS, and fast FR services. The FESS
comprises a high mass rotor or flywheel, spinning at a high velocity to accrue rotational
kinetic energy within the given constraints; a containment system of thick steel vessel
surrounds and protects the rotor, motor-generator and other rotational components from
external disturbances, and provides a high vacuum environment to minimize windage losses.
A bearing assembly provides low loss support mechanism for the flywheel rotor, and a power
conversion and control system operates the flywheel to store energy or generate electricity.
The unit is interface to the grid using two bi-directional Voltage Source Converters (VSCs)
connected by a dc-link. The VSC on the FESS side controls its active power and the voltage
of the unit, and the VSC on the grid side controls the dc voltage and the FESS terminal
voltage [60]. These ESSs operate in three modes: charging mode, driven by a motor while
the converter operates as an inverter, and the speed of the spinning mass increases; stand-
by mode when the speed is constant; and discharging mode where the converter operates
as a rectifier and the motor operates as a generator. The energy stored depends on the
size and speed of the rotor and the power rating depends on the motor-generator [4, 58].
FESSs have a very high cycle life (hundred of thousands of cycles), a long operational life
(about 20 years), high round trip efficiency (up to 95%), high power density, insensitivity
to deep discharges, fast response time (ms), discharge times of seconds to minutes, and are
environmentally safe, reliable, and have modular characteristics [4, 61].
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2.2.2 Battery Energy Storage Systems
(a) Li-ion BESS
(b) Vanadium redox flow BESS
Figure 2.4: BESSs configurations [59, 62]
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Batteries store electrical energy in the form of chemical energy, and are the next most
commonly used storage technology after pumped storage hydro, in power systems. There
are two types of batteries: flow and solid-state, which are both able to modify their output
in less than one second, thus making them suitable for fast FR. In solid-state batteries,
such as lead-acid, lithium-ion, nickel-cadmium or sodium-sulfur, the energy is stored in
one or more cells. In the charging process, the chemical ions move from the positive to the
negative electrode through the electrolyte, as shown in Figure 2.4a for a lithium-ion BESS.
On the other hand, in the discharging process, the ions move in the opposite direction.
The battery can be recharged by applying a voltage across the electrodes. In the case of
flow batteries, such as vanadium redox, zinc bromine batter or and polysulfide bromide,
the energy is stored in chemically reactive liquids separated from the actual battery cell
and held in two tanks, as depicted in Figure 2.4b for a vanadium redox BESS. The reactive
liquids are pumped from the tanks into the cell to cause a chemical reaction that delivers
electrons to supply power; the inverse process happens when the batteries charge. In this
case, electricity is injected into the cell, the chemical bond is broken and the reactive
liquid is pumped into the respective tanks. The tanks are scalable, which make this type
of batteries scalable [57].
BESSs are interfaced to the grid using dc-to-dc converters connected to a VSC through
a dc-link, as shown in Figure 2.4. The dc-to-dc converters connect low-voltage battery
arrays to the dc side of a VSC, which transforms the dc/ac power to ac/dc depending on
the direction of power flow. A proper control of the converter switches allows the battery
cells to be charged, absorbing power from the grid, or discharged, injecting power to the
grid. Reactive control is possible by charging and discharging the capacitor in the dc link.
A filter connected to the ac terminals of the VSC allows reducing the harmonics injected
to the grid. The charging and discharging process can cause voltage variations in the
dc-link, thus making the dc-to-dc converter necessary to add a third degree of freedom to
the two degrees of freedom provided by the VSC, thus making possible to independently
regulate the active and reactive power, and the dc-link voltage, and allowing four quadrant
operation of the BESS [62].
Cost reduction trends, power/energy modularity, and industry competition have made
BESS a feasible technology for ancillary services and other applications [61]. Depending on
the chemistry of the battery, the round trip efficiency varies between 60% to 95%, discharge
times vary from seconds to hours, response times are in the order of ms, and have lifetimes
of up to 25 years [4, 61].
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2.3 Frequency Control Practices and Market Entry of
ESS in Ontario
The North American power system is divided into four major interconnections: Western,
Texas, Eastern, and Quebec. Within the interconnections, the BAs provide frequency
support and are in charge of balancing the generation and load by dispatching genera-
tors or controlling loads if possible; their net imbalances cause frequency deviations in
the interconnection. The BAs provide operating services and are overseen by Reliability
Coordinators.
The Ontario IESO serves as both the BA and Reliability Coordinator in Ontario,
Canada. In order to maintain the system reliability, the IESO contracts four ancillary
services: reactive power support and voltage control, reliability must-run, certified black
start facilities, and FR. The FR service seeks to match the generation and load, including
losses, to reduce the deviations in system frequency. Seven generation facilities (which
are hydro and gas units) with AGC capability, two Alternate Technologies for Regulation
(ATR) units, and two Phase I ESS facilities are contracted by the IESO to nominally pro-
vide ±235.75 MW3 of regulation capacity; however, typically ±100 MW, with a ramp rate
of 50 MW/min, is scheduled for regulation every hour4 [49, 63, 64, 65].
Historically, the FR service has been provided by traditional facilities with AGC, which
change their output in response to regulation signals. Since 2012, the IESO has allowed the
participation of alternative technologies, such as aggregate loads, flywheels, and batteries
as part of the ATR program, to evaluate their ability to provide FR as compared to the
traditional ones [63]. The IESO procured 6 MW from two ESS facilities in 2012; the first
is an FESS facility of 2 MW capacity, which is able to provide 0.5 MWh of energy, and
the second is a Lithium-ion BESS of 4 MW/2.76 MWh capacity. These facilities provide
FR services exclusively, receiving a regulation signal to reduce the system generation-load
mismatch. ATR units were included in order to increase the FR capacity in Ontario system
[63], and the main driving factors were [66]:
• Uncertainty in the forecast of variable generation (solar and wind) may lead to in-
sufficient available resources to satisfy Ontario’s demand, hence creating reliability
concerns. Inaccuracies in the forecast affect the effectiveness of generator commit-
ments in day-ahead market and export/import decisions in the hour-ahead dispatch.
Hence, there is a need to increase the flexibility of supply resources, which can be
achieved by adding fast response facilities to balance the power in the system.
3For the period January 1 to December 31, 2020, at a cost of $37, 777, 084 [63].
4Currently, ESSs are not accounted for in the ±100 MW regulation capacity.
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• Demand fluctuations within a 5-minute dispatch interval can cause significant differ-
ences between the actual power generated and demanded because 5-minute dispatches
assume a fixed demand during the interval.
• Autonomous behaviour of embedded distributed resources not subjected to IESO
dispatch instructions, such as embedded generation and storage, may cause FR prob-
lems.
In 2014, there was a Grid Energy Storage Procurement of 50 MW for FR by the IESO,
divided in two phases [7]. Phase I of the procurement targeted ESS capacity for ancillary
services provision, and it was focused on increasing the reliability and grid efficiency, in-
stalling 28.8 MW of ESSs capacity for FR, and reactive support and voltage control services
(Table 2.2). One of the requirements of Phase I was that the projects would be placed
in different zones in Ontario to analyze their effectiveness in mitigating local constraints.
These projects had the possibility to opt for the service to provide, i.e., FR, reactive sup-
port and voltage control, or both. Additionally, the IESO could dispatch them for their
offered ancillary services and bulk energy services.
Table 2.2: Phase I Facilities of Ontario Grid Energy Storage Procurement [67].
Supplier Technology Capacity
Ellwood Energy Storage LP Battery 4 MW
Sault Ste. Marie Energy Storage LP Battery 7 MW
Powin Energy Ontario Storage II LP Battery 2 MW
Powin Energy Ontario Storage II LP Battery 2.4 MW
Powin Energy Ontario Storage II LP Battery 2 MW
Powin Energy Ontario Storage II LP Battery 2.4 MW
Hecate Energy Ontario Storage VII LP Battery 2 MW
Guelph Energy Storage LP Flywheel 5 MW
2562961 Ontario LTD Hydrogen-gas 2 MW
In Phase II, 11.75 MW has been installed focusing on their capacity and arbitrage
values. In energy arbitrage, the ESS would store energy when the prices are low, and re-
inject the energy into the grid when the prices are high. Table 2.3 presents the 6 facilities,
providing a total of 11.75 MW through Phase II of the energy storage procurement.
In 2015, the IESO scheduled a minimum of ±100 MW every hour for FR services, which
was anticipated to increase because of the increasing penetration of intermittent generation.
It only compensated for 53% of the demand forecast errors, which was expected to further
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Table 2.3: Phase II Facilities of Ontario Grid Energy Storage Procurement [67].
Supplier Technology Capacity
Ameresco Newmarket Energy Storage Inc. Battery 2 MW
Ameresco Newmarket Energy Storage Inc. Battery 2 MW
Elmira Energy Storage, LP Battery 2 MW
Parry Energy Storage, LP Battery 2 MW
Baseload Power Corp. Flow battery 2 MW
NRStor Goderich CAES L.P. Compressed air 1.75 MW
decrease, resulting in increased dependency on the power from tie-lines [66]. To avoid this,
the IESO had planned to increase its FR capability to ±150-200 MW by 2019, and up
to 250-300 MW by 2020.5 To reach this target, the 2017 Regulation Service Request for
Proposals (RFP) for incremental regulation capacity seeked to increase the FR capacity
while being open to different technologies [68].
The 2017 RFP sought to increase the FR capacity using different technologies, existent
and new [68]. Two contracts, for a total of ±55 MW of FR capacity, were offered by the
IESO through the RFP to two ESS facilities of 30 MW and 25 MW each. However, neither
of the facilities attained commercial operation and no longer have a contract with the IESO
[65].
In April 2018, the ESAG was created with the objective of supporting and assisting
the IESO with evolving rules, processes, policies, and tools to facilitate the integration
of ESS resources within the current structure of the IAM. The ESAG is in charge of
identifying potential obstacles to fair competition for ESS from conventional resources,
proposing mitigating strategies for those obstacles. It advises the IESO on ESS related
issues, including those that potentially may affect ESS participation in the existing IAMs
[69].
In December 2018, the IESO released a report which included recommendations for
full participation of ESS facilities in wholesale electricity markets and associated services
within Market Rules to facilitate competitive provision of services [9]. The SDP was
initiated in October 2019 to ensure that communities and stakeholders understand how
ESS will participate and operate in the IAM [70]. The SDP defines ESS participation
for the current IAMs that maximizes the opportunity for them to compete within IESO’s
existing tool set [18].
In September 2020, the SDP Long-Term Design Vision laid the foundation for future
ESS participation in post-Market Renewal [18]. In January 2021, an updated set of Market
5As of June 2021, the typical scheduled FR capacity of IESO is still ±100 MW.
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Rules clarifying how ESS can participate directly within the existing IAMs came into effect.
The requirements outlines every stage of market participation, operating guidelines, and
apply to all ESS facilities in the IAM, including those embedded within a distribution
system [70].
In the historical context of ESSs in Ontario, Sir Adam Beck Pumping Station (pumped
hydro storage) of Ontario Power Generation (OPG) at Niagara has been delivering energy
to the grid since 1958. It has 174 MW of pumped storage capacity and 300 MW of
conventional hydro capacity. Besides, there are a number of storage facilities connected to
the local distribution networks in the province, which are listed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, the relevant background topics related to this thesis were covered. An
overview of frequency control in power system was first presented, including the most
relevant characteristics of FR. Thereafter, an overview of ESSs devices from the frequency
control perspective was presented, including details of FESS and BESS, which are the
fast ESS technologies studied in this thesis. Finally, the frequency control practices and
market entry of ESS in Ontario were discussed, covering some of the most recent changes
introduced by the IESO.
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Chapter 3
Frequency Regulation Model of Bulk
Power Systems with Energy Storage
This chapter presents a model for FR studies of a large interconnected power system
including ESSs such as BESSs and FESSs, considering all relevant stages in the frequency
control process. The model takes into consideration the CDs in signal transmission in the
FR control loop and ESSs, and their SoC management model, and represents the system,
ESSs and SoC components in detail from a FR perspective. The model is validated using
real system data from the OPS, ESSs data from two facilities in Ontario, and a practical
transient stability model of the NAEI. The impact of CDs and SoC management of ESS
facilities on the ACE and the computational efficiency of the proposed FR model, are also
examined.
3.1 Frequency Regulation Model
To determine a baseline FR model of a real large interconnected power system as the one
depicted in Figure 3.1, and estimate the model parameters for a physical system, for which
operational information is available, power system analysis tools, such as the Dynamic
Security Assessment Tools (DSATools™) used by the IESO [71], can be used, as these
provide accurate results by properly modelling the system components. Large number of
events, such as load changes and FR signal sent to Traditional Generators (TGs) and ESS
facilities, with one second between events, limit the simulation time; for example, using
DSATools™ to model and simulate load changes in the entire NAEI and the FR signal sent
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to a group of generators in one area, limits the maximum simulation time to 102 seconds for
the OPS under study, since the maximum number of switching events to represent load and
generation changes allowed by this tool is reached. To make up for this limitation, multiple
normal operating conditions were considered and simulated to develop the System model
(Stage VII in Figure 3.1), so that the proposed FR model is appropriate for calculations
such as the CPS1, which covers 12-month periods, or the Balancing Authority ACE Limit
(BAAL), which requires calculations based on 30 consecutive clock minutes [72]. Therefore,
the proposed FR model, developed from an ISO perspective, and depicted in Figure 3.1, can
be used for accurate long-term studies, i.e., hours, days, weeks or even months, representing
the main stages in the FR control process under normal operating conditions, CDs in the
signal transfer, and SoC management of the ESS facilities, which ensures a realistic close-
loop response.
The model presented here was developed with the help of the IESO, based on their
recommendations and observations of the various signals provided, and through a trial
and error approach, using real data. This was implemented in Simulink® [73], with the
parameters within each block being determined using the Parameter Estimator application
available in this software, since no parameter values were available. In this estimation
process, the objective function is the sum of squared errors, the optimization solution is
based on the gradient descent method and an interior-point algorithm, and real data is
selected as the measured signal in each case. The real data corresponds to all the 28 signals
presented in Figure 3.1.
The Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) used by the IESO
has a resolution of two seconds. However, the real data available does not necessarily
have equal time spacing, because the SCADA Energy Management System uses a swing-
ing door compression algorithm to compress the data before it is saved. This algorithm
identifies linear segments within a signal trend and saves only the end points, to capture
the behaviour of the complete signal, thus discarding the values in between to avoid storing
excessive data [74]. Bearing this in mind, all the available data was re-sampled to one sec-
ond resolution, assuming linear behaviour between each pair of neighboring points, after
removing measurement errors based on recommendations provided by the IESO.
3.1.1 Bulk Power System
The model in Figure 3.1 is based on the IESO’s approach to FR, but it is applicable to other
North American ISOs, as discussed later in Section 3.1.3. It has seven stages that capture












































































































































system. It includes CDs in the signals sent from/to the control center to/from the facilities
contracted for regulation, which can significantly impact the FR process depending on the
magnitude of the delay; for example, for the IESO, based on the available data, the average
value of the one-way CD is about 4 s. However, this is not the case for all the facilities;
the medium used to transmit the signals and the physical distance from the sending to the
receiving point of the signal proportionally affect the delay. Based on the available data,
an extra CD is included in the aggregated model of TG contracted for regulation. The
aftereffect of CDs is an ACE signal that deviates from zero, and in the worst case scenario,
the delayed FR signal could worsen the ACE. For example, it could happen that at time t,
the system requires a positive regulation action from the FR assets; however, due to CD ,
the regulation coming from the facilities could be negative, as a result of calculations based
on the state of the system at a time t - CD , thus increasing the ACE. Therefore, delays
play an important role in the FR control process and hence should be modeled. It should
be noted that the delays do not exists in the signals that are calculated, processed, and
saved at the control center.
ACE Calculation
This is the first stage of the frequency control process. The inputs of this block are the
actual power in the interconnection NI a, and actual frequency fa, which are the outputs of
the system block; the scheduled power in the interconnection NI s and scheduled frequency
fs change over time and are set by the ISO based on the system’s needs; the inadvertent
payback IP also changes over time and is set by the ISO; and the interchange metering error
IME due to the difference between the revenue meter measurement and the measurements
from the SCADA, which in this case is in manual mode set to -35 MW by the IESO. The
block has two outputs: the ACE signal and the SRESS signal, calculated as follows:
ACE = (NIa − NIs)− 10B(fa − fs)− IME − IP − F (IP) (3.1)
SRESS = (NIa − NIs)− 10B(fa − fs)− IME − F (IP) (3.2)
where the BA bias B is equal to−248.2 MW/0.1Hz for the IESO, and the IP is the pay back
of the inadvertent interchange accumulations, which is an input for the proposed model,
and can be calculated by a method agreed upon by all regions in the interconnection
[75]. One method is the energy “in-kind” payback, which can be bilateral or unilateral
for the control areas involved, and considers that if inadvertent interchanges took place
during peak hours, they should be paid back only during peak hours; similarly, inadvertent
interchanges at non-peak hours should only be paid back during non-peak hours. Thus,
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each control area should submit the monthly accumulated inadvertent interchange for peak
and non-peak hours.
The F (IP) function in (3.1) and (3.2) is introduced to represent the differences between
the measured data and the model results, and is associated with the IP signal. This can
be captured by a Neural Network (NN) with three signals as inputs: IPt , IPt−10 , and
IPt − IPt−10 , and consists of 1 input layer with 3 neurons, 2 hidden layers with 48 and 1
neurons, respectively, and a 1-neuron output layer, with a tangent sigmoid as the activation
function. The NN inputs are normalized between -1 and 1 before entering the training
process, and the output is converted back to its real scale. One year data was used to
obtain the NN model: 80% for training, 10% for testing, and 10% for validation. The
resulting Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of this NN is 24.5 MW.
ACE Filtering
This corresponds to Stage II in the FR process and is presented in Figure 3.2. The input
of this block is the ACE signal from Stage I, and includes a gain cf and a first order
Butterworth filter with a pre-warping frequency ω0. The purpose of this filter is to get rid
of fast signal changes, since TGs are not able to react to them.
Figure 3.2: Stage II ACE filtering block.
AGC
It corresponds to Stage III in the FR control process, and is depicted on Figure 3.3. The
input of this block is the filtered ACE signal from Stage II, and includes an initial negative
gain, because the compensation provided by FR should be in the opposite direction to
reduce the error. This signal goes into a discrete PI controller with parameters kp and
ki, and clamping as anti-windup method. The output of the PI block goes through a
rate limiter to ensure the generation changes are within limits defined by the ISO (e.g.,
±50 MW/min for the IESO), and feeds a saturation block to avoid exceeding the contracted
regulation capacity ±RC . The output of this block is the scheduled FR signal SR, sent to
the TGs contracted for regulation.
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Figure 3.3: Stage III AGC.
Aggregated TG
It corresponds to Stage IV in the frequency control process, and is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Since the real signal available is the aggregated response of all the TGs to the SR signal,
an aggregated model of these TGs is needed; the input of this block is the SR signal
from Stage III plus the CD associated with the FR signal, as previously discussed. The
delay in the signals is proportional to the physical distance from the control center to the
facilities, which are typically located at different parts of the system. An extra CD CDTG
is included in this model (e.g., 30 s for the IESO) to represent the slower network used for
signal transmission and measurements of the power response of the TGs to the FR signal.
The third order transfer function TG(z ) represents the action of the TGs contracted for
regulation, and can be readily estimated from actual measurements. The rate limiter,
similar to that in Stage III, ensures the output of this model matches the real data by
avoiding unrealistic power changes in the output of the TG group.
Figure 3.4: Stage IV Aggregated model of TG contracted for FR.
System Model
It represents the primary frequency response of the elements in the system and the power
in the tie-lines, and corresponds to Stage VII in the FR control process. It has five inputs:
the load of the system PD ; the generation total dispatch PGT ; and the outputs of the
facilities contracted for regulation PTGr , PFESS, and PBESS. This block calculates the
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actual frequency fa and power in the interconnection NIa at time t, as follows:
fat = fa0 + [−∆PDt + ∆PGT t + ∆PTGrt









NIat = NIa0 + [−∆PDt + ∆PGT t + ∆PTGrt








which include an OPS frequency response of 248.2 MW/0.1Hz, and an NAEI frequency
response βEI calculated from [76], using available data and a detailed transient stability
model. In (3.3), the function F (z ) allows obtaining a closer fit between the model results
and the measured data.
3.1.2 Energy Storage
Set-point Calculation
This is Stage V in the FR control process, and includes the calculation of the Set-Point (SP)
signals SPFESS and SPBESS sent from the control center to the FESS and BESS facilities,

















∀ AVESS = 1, RC 6= 0 , SRESS < 0
(3.5)
where AVESS is the status availability of the facility, M ESS and M ESS are the minimum
and maximum available capacity of the facility, respectively, and BPmESS is the moving
base-point, which is modelled as the fixed base point of the facility BPESS moving between
M ESS and M ESS , and containing SoC information. Since these signals come from the
ESS facilities, CDs are considered before they arrive at the control center, as shown in
Figure 3.1. In addition, the FR capacity limit RC and the SRESS signal are required in
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this calculation. The SPESS signal is in essence a scaled version of the SRESS signal that
takes into account the SoC of the ESS facility reflected through the M ESS , M ESS , and
BPmESS signals.
ESS Model
This is Stage VI in the frequency control process and includes the ESS models of the BESS
and FESS facilities, as well as their SoC management model. Considering that similar
operational data was available for the BESS and FESS facilities, similar ESS models were
developed for both facilities, with different parameters and some specific features for each
facility.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the base ESS model, representing both FESS and BESS, since
similar input and output signals are used for both facilities at the control center. However,
differences in these facilities are captured in the model by their different parameters in the
Rate limiter, different transfer functions C(z) and D(z), differences in the CF block, and
different values of U on , U off , Lon ,Loff for each ESS facility, which define the bands in SoC
management. This model has two main parts: The first part, which is the output of the
ESS facility in megawatts, depends on the sign of the regulation required from the facility
(SPESS − BPESS ), and the SoC parameters c and d. As shown in Figure 3.5, the output
signal could be equal to BPESS or to the delayed SP signal coming from Stage V, and
primarily considers the charging or discharging efficiencies of the ESS. The output signal
goes through a ramp rate block with rising slew rate Rsr, and falling slew rate Fsr . The
charging and discharging efficiencies of the ESS facilities are internally accounted for in
their response to the set-point signal.
The second part of the model is the SoC management of the facility, and it is divided in
two sections. In the first section, BPmESS , M ESS , and M ESS , and the four SoC parameters
a, b, c, and d are calculated. Furthermore, three sections of the SoC are considered: a
lower band from Lon to Loff , a middle band from Loff to U off , and an upper band from
U off to U on . As illustrated in Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b and in the second block of
Figure 3.5, the parameters a, b, c, and d are defined to identify the SoC operational band
in which SOCESS is in, which defines the values of PESS, BPmESS, MESS, and MESS. As
illustrated in Figure 3.5, the parameters c and d are part of the PESS calculation while a
and b are part of the BPmESS, MESS, and MESS calculations. After the SoC parameters
are calculated and considering the power capacity and base-point of the facility designated
for regulation, i.e., the PcESS and BPESS signals, respectively, three states are formulated.
State 1 considers the SoC in the middle band of Figure 3.6a and Figure 3.6b, where a = 0
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Figure 3.5: Stage VI base ESS model including SoC management.
and b = 0; the second state considers a = 1, and the third state considers b = 1. Observe
that the difference between a and c is not very relevant for the proposed FESS model,
since SOCFESS would rarely be at U off for more than one time step. However, for the
BESS model, the difference between a and c can be significant, since its upper band is
defined as Ūon = U off , with the facility remaining at this point, where a = 0 and c = 1,
with an output BPBESS until it is able to follow SPBESS again. Likewise, b and d are
similar for the proposed FESS model when the SOCFESS reaches Loff , whereas for the




Figure 3.6: Relation of parameters a, b, c, and d in (a) and (b), and M ESS , M ESS , and
BPESS in (c) and (d) to the SoC management of the ESS model.
M ESS , illustrated in Figure 3.6c and Figure 3.6d, can be defined as follows:
BPmESS =





PcESS ∀ a = 1




BPESS + PcESS ∀ a = 0, b = 0
BPESS + PcESS ∀ a = 1





BPESS − PcESS ∀ a = 0, b = 0
BPESS ∀ a = 1
BPESS − PcESS ∀ b = 1
(3.8)
In general, for the proposed base ESS model shown in Figure 3.5, if the output of the
ESS causes the SoC to reach Lon (b = 1) or U on (a = 1), the facility starts charging or
discharging, respectively, irrespective of the system’s needs, which are represented in the
SRESS signal. This behavior continues until the SoC reaches values greater than or equal
to Loff (b = 0) or lower than or equal to U off (a = 0), during the charging/discharging
operations, correspondingly. The rationale of dividing the range on which the SoC signal
changes in three bands is to bring the SoC from a value where it can only act in one
direction to a value that allows room for moving in both directions.
For the FESS, when the SoC reaches U on or Lon, the values of MFESS, MFESS, and
BPmFESS change as per (3.6)-(3.8), and if the SRESS signal indicates that the FESS
should keep respectively charging or discharging, two things can take place until reaching
U off or Loff , depending on the value of the SRESS signal. Thus, if SOCFESS = U on
and SRESS > −RC, then the SPFESS signal orders discharging as if the SRESS were
shifted above the zero axis; otherwise, SPFESS = BPmFESS. On the other hand, if
SOCFESS = Lon and SRESS < RC, then the SPFESS signal orders charging as if the
SRESS were shifted below the zero axis; otherwise, SPFESS = BPmFESS. Since the
FESS ignores the needs of the system in the aforementioned cases, this could negatively
impact the ACE by increasing its value. An idling SoC, which would keep the facility from
acting against the system’s needs, could be implemented with a different SP calculation,
as presented in Chapter 4.
For the BESS, the upper band defined as U on = U off and a lower band defined as
Lon = Loff limit the 3 possible ESS states in Figure 3.5 to only State 1. Thus, after the
SOCBESS signal reaches U on or Lon values, MBESS, MBESS, and BPmBESS change as per
(3.6)-(3.8), forcing the SPBESS signal sent to the BESS to take into account the needs of
system represented in the SRESS signal when possible. For the cases where the SoC is at
U on or Lon and the SRESS requires the BESS to keep charging or discharging respectively,
PBESS goes to zero, since following the SPBESS is not possible.
The second section of the SoC management model is the SoC calculation itself, with
the ESS output power PESS, and the base-point signal BPESS as inputs, as illustrated in
the last block of Figure 3.5. The constant K is the power-to-energy value subject to the
sampling-time resolution, which in this case is K = −1/3600 hr/s. Thus, PESSK is the
preliminary charge/discharge energy per sampling-time, which is equivalent to a simplified
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Coulomb counting SoC method [77]. Additionally, the model assumes two second order
transfer functions C(z) and D(z) to account for the different charging and discharging
characteristics of the ESS facilities, respectively, such as variations in their charging and
discharging efficiencies, as confirmed by the SoC response to the SPESS signals sent from the
control center. The outputs of these blocks InC and InD , correspondingly, are inputs of the
correction factor CF block in Figure 3.5, which compensates for different charge/discharge
energy rates observed in the data provided after U on and Lon are reached, as the charg-
ing/discharging slows or speeds up after reaching these limits. The CF block has a charging
(CFoutC ) and discharging (CFoutD) output, which for the FESS can be defined as follows:
CFoutC =

InC ∀ kup = 0, kdw = 0
InCCFeq ∀ Eq = 1, (kup = 1 ∨ kdw = 1)
InCCFC1 ∀ Eq = 0, kup = 1




InD ∀ kup = 0, kdw = 0
InDCFD1 ∀ kdw = 1
InDCFD2 ∀ kup = 1, kdw = 0
(3.10)
where CFeq , CF
C
1 , and CF
C
2 are estimated parameters that multiply In
C , according to the
conditions shown in (3.9). The input Eq takes the value of 1 when the PFESS is equal to




2 are estimated parameters, which multiply In
D ,
according to the conditions in (3.10). The variables kup and kdw are the outputs of set-reset
flip-flops defined as follows:
kupt = Supt + kupt−1(¬Rupt) (3.11)
kdwt = Sdwt + kdwt−1(¬Rdwt) (3.12)
where
Supt = 1 ∀ SOCESS ≥ ksup (3.13)
Rupt = 1 ∀ SOCESS ≤ krup (3.14)
Sdwt = 1 ∀ SOCESS ≤ ksdw (3.15)
Rdwt = 1 ∀ SOCESS ≥ krdw (3.16)
and ksup and krup are estimated parameters that represent the values of the SoC that
cause the set Supt and reset Rupt signals of the flip-flop kupt to become 1. Likewise, ksdw
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and krdw are estimated parameters associated with the SoC values that activates the set
(Sdwt) and reset (Rdwt) signals of the flip-flop kdwt, correspondingly.
For the case of BESS, the CF block can be defined as follows:
CFoutC =







CFC1 ∀ kup = 1
InC [1 + SOCBESS]CF
C




InD ∀ kup = 0, kdw = 0
InD [1 + SOCBESS]CF
D






CFD2 ∀ kup = 1, kdw = 0
(3.18)
where CFC1 , CF
C




2 are estimated parameters that multiply a function of
the SoC, and the inputs InC and InD , respectively. The variables kup and kdw in (3.17)
and (3.18) are the same as in (3.11) and (3.12).
The transfer functions C(z) and D(z) both have a parallel comparison block (binary
variables) to operate in either mode, which are related to the value of PESS ; these binary
variables are multiplied by CFoutC and CFoutD , as shown in Figure 3.5. Finally, the
estimated corrected energy for the sampling interval is integrated and divided by the ESS
energy capacity EESS and added to the initial SoC value to obtain the estimated SoC
output at time t. This value is later multiplied by 100% to obtain SOCESS % at time t.
The SoC empirical model proposed in here is derived by analyzing operational data for an
actual FESS and a BESS used for FR by the IESO. Note that the SoC model does not
consider degradation or cell failure which will impact the output; further data would be
required to model such effects.
Currently, the base-point signal BPESS for the IESO is zero or a value close to zero, set
in each ESS facility. However, the control center may replace the BPESS with the dispatch
from the energy market for facilities that are able to simultaneously participate in both
markets. In such a situation, the regulation required from the ESS facilities would be in
addition to the base-point signal (SPESS − BPESS ), as currently is the case for TGs.
3.1.3 Model Genericity
Some stages of the proposed model shown in Figure 3.1 are specific to the FR control
process of the IESO, which is similar in general to FR approaches used by other North
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American utilities to meet NERC requirements, while others can be partially modified
for their use in other bulk power systems, and a few can be directly used in any system
after estimating the appropriate parameters. Thus, for the ACE calculation block in Stage
I, equation (3.1) could be readily used, while the NN that defines F (IP) should be re-
trained or eliminated in case there is no mismatch between the measured data and the
model results. In addition, equation (3.2) could also be maintained or replaced by new
calculations, depending on the FR signal the ISO wishes to send to the ESS facilities. The
ACE filtering block (Stage II), and SP calculation block (Stage V) are specific to the IESO,
and thus should be modified to fit other system’s approaches. On the other hand, the AGC
(Stage III), Aggregated model of TG contracted for FR (Stage IV), and System (Stage VII)
blocks can be readily applied to other systems after estimating new parameters. Finally,
the proposed FESS and BESS models (Stage VI) are generic, since these ESS facilities,
whose real data was used to validate them from the FR perspective, are typical. Thus the
proposed models can be readily adapted to represent similar ESSs in other systems.
3.2 Validation of Proposed Frequency Regulation
Model on Ontario Power System
All the stages in the proposed FR model shown in Figure 3.1 were validated using informa-
tion provided by the IESO, which included a DSATools™ model of the NAEI, OPS data,
and data from a 2 MW/0.5 MWh FESS, and a 4 MW/2.76 MWh BESS used for FR by
the IESO. All the parameter values of the proposed model presented in Table 3.1 were
determined using the Parameter Estimator tool in Simulink® for the large interconnected
OPS with ESS. In 2020, this system had a peak demand of 24.4 GW [78], and a typical
FR scheduled capacity of ±100 MW [63].
Parameter estimation was carried out sequentially for each stage of Figure 3.1, except
for Stage VI, for which three steps were used. The first step considers the first block in Fig-
ure 3.5 with SPESS and PESS as input and output, respectively. The second step considers
the first section of the SoC management model with PcESS, BPESS, and SOCESS/100 as
inputs, and BPmESS, MESS, and MESS as the outputs to be fitted. The third step con-
siders the second section of the SoC management model with the signals PESS and BPESS
as inputs and SOCESS% as the output to be fitted. For Stages I to V, and Stage VII, and
the three blocks considered in Stage VI, the Parameter Estimation tool used is fed with the
real input signals to fit the output of each stage or block to the real output signals. All the
parameters to be estimated are considered as variables in this process, and each is assigned
a smallest and largest allowable value which depends on the variable and its position in
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Table 3.1: Model Parameters.
Stage II: ACE filtering
Parameter Value Parameter Value
cf 0.974 ω0 [rad/s] 0.097
Stage III: AGC
Parameter Value Parameter Value
ki 0.022 kp 0.42





Stage VI: ESS models
FESS Model BESS Model
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Rsr [MW] 0.6 Rsr [MW] 1.28
Fsr [MW] −0.6 Fsr [MW] −1.28
U on 1 U on 0.885
U off 0.75 U off 0.885
Loff 0.25 Loff 0.125
Lon 0 Lon 0.125

























CFeq 0.35 CFeq −
ksup 1 ksup 0.885
krup 0.55 krup 0.884
ksdw 0 ksdw 0.125
krdw 0.60 krdw 0.144
Stage VII: System model
Parameter Value




the model. Since a trial-and-error approach was used to determine the proposed model,
several orders for all the transfer functions involved were tested, with those presented in
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Table 3.1 providing the least error in the fitting process.
3.2.1 Test Grid Validation
The first step in the validation process of the proposed FR model is the validation of
frequency response of the DSATools™ model against real data. The DSATools™ model
is a reduced representation of the NAEI (all pink lines in Figure 3.7), with a detailed
representation of the OPS (shaded area), and a combination of detailed and equivalent
aggregated models, depending on their impact and electrical distances of the rest. For the
OPS, the fa signal is measured at one of the Oakville buses, and thus a similar bus was se-
lected in the DSATools™ system in the validation process. The DSATools™ model includes
7,840 ac buses, 2,071 generators, 3,082 loads, 12,272 lines, 2,858 adjustable transformers,
1,378 fixed shunts, 672 switchable shuts, 741 three winding transformers, 16 dc buses, 12
line commuted converters, and 10 dc lines. Adequate generator, compensator, stabilizer,
excitation system, and turbine-governor dynamic models are included, and appropriate dy-
namic models of solar and wind generation are also represented. The areas considered in
the DSATools™ model are ISO-NE, NYISO, IESO, Hydro Québec, New Brunswick System
Operator, PJM, Manitoba Hydro, MISO, and five aggregated areas representing the rest
of the NAEI.
The DSATools™ model for the NAEI has been provided to the University of Waterloo
(UW) within the scope of two Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) between UW and IESO.
The model is generic and used for several studies; for FR studies, the IESO deactivates
the governors of some generators or modifies their actions to replicate the real operational
behaviour of facilities in the grid. However, DSATools™ model provided to UW did not
include these modifications, since they are confidential information of the participants.
The frequency response for NAEI in 2017, according to [51], had a mean of 2,257
MW/0.1 Hz, with a minimum value of 1,043 MW/0.1 Hz, a maximum of 4,536 MW/0.1
Hz, and a standard deviation of 823 MW/0.1 Hz. Nuclear and large coal-fired generators
do not contribute to reduce the frequency excursions, and some other generators have their
governor control loop bypassed; hence, their mechanical set-point is fixed. As reported in
[80], the governor dead-band settings in the NAEI, for the first to the third quartile, vary
from 0 to 100 mHz, depending on the generator capacity. Accordingly, NERC advises
[81] that generators with nameplate rating greater than 75 MVA should ensure that their
governor dead-band does not exceed ±36 mHz, with the exception of nuclear generators.
However, the actual settings of governors is confidential information, and not available. In
addition, in the DSATools™ model, not all the governor models include a dead-band, and
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Figure 3.7: DSATools™ model [16, 79].
most of those that do, have their dead-band set at zero. Hence, directly using the provided
model would likely yield a greater level of governor response than in a real system. Thus,
the generator dynamic data was modified in this thesis based on recommendations from
the IESO to approach the real frequency response of the model, disabling the governor
models of all the nuclear stations and some gas turbines and generators in the external
area of the OPS model.
For validation purposes, seven cases capturing the frequency response of the OPS were
selected based on regulation signal changes, as follows:
1. Unchanged FR signal, equal to lower regulation capacity limit.
2. Unchanged FR signal, equal to upper regulation capacity limit.
3. Highest number of changes in the FR signal.
4. High magnitude changes when the FR signal is positive.
5. High magnitude changes when the FR signal is negative.
6. Large number of high magnitude changes when FR signal is positive.
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7. Large number of high magnitude changes when FR signal is negative.
These cases correspond to various normal and typical operating conditions with different
generators and loads involved, which is the main purpose and application of the proposed
model, and thus it does not include major transmission system contingencies, i.e., abnor-
mal operating conditions. The load changes for the NAEI were determined based on the
measured frequency profile and load changes in the OPS; a frequency response value of
-2760 MW/0.1 Hz for the NAEI; and the initial powers of the load, generation, and the
interconnection for each scenario. The difference between the total expected load change
for the NAEI and the total change in the loads in the OPS was proportionally distributed
to all the loads in the rest of the interconnection. Furthermore, three hydroelectric gener-
ators in the OPS, with enough capacity to follow the regulation signal, were selected for
the provision of FR; the regulation signal was equally divided and sent to these generators.
Because of the large number of changes per second (3,082 load changes plus 3 changes in
the set-points of TGs providing FR), the maximum possible simulation time allowed by
the DSATools™ software is 102 seconds for the system under study. Since the simulation
period is less than two minutes and the dispatch changes every 5 minutes, it was assumed
that the generator active powers were fixed for each scenario.
The Root-Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and MAE of ACE for the seven cases on March
20, 2018 are presented in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.8, which can be considered acceptable.
At the time this validation was carried out, only two days of data were available, March
20, 2018 and June 12, 2018, and thus seven cases for each day, using the criteria previously
mentioned were selected; the RMSE and MAE of ACE for the cases on June 12 were
similar to those for March 20, 2018. Even though more days of data could be used for
validation, not much difference in the results is expected from a FR perspective, since
the cases considered already covered several normal operating conditions. Therefore, this
validated DSATools™ model was used next to validate the system block of the proposed
FR model.
Table 3.2: Validation of the frequency response of the DSATools™ model.
RMSE [Hz] MAE [Hz] RMSE [Hz] MAE [Hz]
Case 1 0.00101 0.00082 Case 5 0.00279 0.00225
Case 2 0.00103 0.00084 Case 6 0.00183 0.00139
Case 3 0.00186 0.00129 Case 7 0.00470 0.00359
Case 4 0.00592 0.00512
The difference between the measured data and DSATools™ model results could be due
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Figure 3.8: Frequency response validation of the DSATools™ model.
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to the following reasons:
• The value of frequency response used to determine the power changes in the inter-
connection was assumed to be fixed for all the scenarios. However, with changes in
loads, dispatched generators, and connected renewable generators, this value may
change depending on the scenario.
• Since the load models are voltage dependent, and their parameters remain fixed
during the simulation, while in the actual system these vary, the modelled load
powers may not be the same as in the actual system.
• The dynamic file was modified to obtain a more realistic response from the system.
However, these modifications may not be an exact representation of the day selected
for simulations.
These yield, in Figure 3.8 for Cases 4, 5, and 7, a consistent unidirectional error between
the measured data and the DSATools™ model results, which keeps accumulating over time.
3.2.2 Frequency Regulation Model Validation
All the stages in the proposed FR model are validated here. The data made available by the
IESO corresponds to all the signals associated with the proposed FR model (Figure 3.1),
which has two sections: the bulk system, which includes Stages I to IV, and Stage VII,
and the ESS section, which includes Stage V and VI. For the validation of Stage I to Stage
IV, one year of data (April-2018 to March-2019) was used. Figure 3.9 shows histograms
comparing the measured data and the model results for the ACE , ACEfiltered , SRESS , SR,
and PTGr signals in MW.
After the validation of the frequency response of the DSATools™ model in Section 3.2.1,
the Stage VII Simulink® model is validated against the DSATools™ model. Since the
measured data of load changes in the neighboring interconnected areas is not available
with the same resolution, and considering each BA is mainly responsible for compensating
the load changes within its own area, load variations occurring only in the BA of interest are
considered here. The same cases used for the validation of the DSATools™ model were used
here, with the difference of no load changes considered in the other BAs within the NAEI.
The RMSE and MAE of ACE for the seven cases are presented in Table 3.3. The validation
results for fa and NIa are presented in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, correspondingly, for







Figure 3.9: Histograms of the measured data and model results for Stages I to IV.
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731 MW, respectively. The results presented in Table 3.3, Figure 3.10, and Figure 3.11 can
be considered acceptable, since the model results are close to the DSATools™ results, thus
concluding that the model in Stage VII properly captures the system’s primary frequency
response, as well as the power in the tie-lines.
Table 3.3: Estimation errors for fa and NIa.
Frequency NI a (523− 731 MW)
RMSE [Hz] MAE [Hz] RMSE [MW] MAE [MW]
Case 1 2.7329e−04 2.4423e−04 4.4963 4.0506
Case 2 0.9063e−04 0.8111e−04 5.1326 4.1198
Case 3 1.8753e−04 1.5642e−04 3.9204 3.2470
Case 4 3.2162e−04 2.5331e−04 15.953 14.161
Case 5 1.9111e−04 1.4437e−04 5.1016 3.8430
Case 6 1.0038e−04 0.7776e−04 4.0183 3.3039
Case 7 0.3653e−04 3.0986e−04 5.3813 4.1019
The ESS section of the proposed FR model is validated next. Thus, both Stage V and
Stage VI of the FR control process are validated for the FESS and BESS using one day
of data for each facility. The target signals are SPESS from Stage V, and BPmESS , MESS,
MESS, PESS and SOCESS from Stage VI. Simulation results comparing the measured data
and the model results for the signals in these two stages are presented in Figure 3.12 and
Figure 3.13 for FESS and BESS, respectively. In these figures, it can be observed that the
signals from the proposed FR model closely follow the measurement data from the ESS
facilities. For visualization purposes, only a time span of six hours is presented in these
figures, while Table 3.4 presents the MAE and RMSE of the FESS and BESS models for
a period of one day, for all the signals in the SP calculation and ESS model blocks. Data
for others days was also used to validate the FESS and BESS models, obtaining similar
results to those presented in Table 3.4.
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(a) fa for Case 1.














(b) fa for Case 2.















(c) fa for Case 3.

















(d) fa for Case 4.















(e) fa for Case 5.
















(f) fa for Case 6.















(g) fa for Case 7.
Figure 3.10: Validation of fa results of Stage VII.
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(a) NIa for Case 1.






















(b) NIa for Case 2.






















(c) NIa for Case 3.






















(d) NIa for Case 4.


















(e) NIa for Case 5.



















(f) NIa for Case 6.


















(g) NIa for Case 7.
Figure 3.11: Validation of NIa results of Stage VII.
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Figure 3.12: FESS validation results for February 26, 2020.
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Figure 3.13: BESS validation results for February 26, 2020.
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Table 3.4: Estimation errors for FESS and BESS models for February 26, 2020
.
SPESS MESS BPmESS MESS PESS SOCESS
[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [%]
FESS MAE 0.252 0.041 0.064 0.098 0.204 5.072
(± 2MW) RMSE 0.425 0.248 0.226 0.390 0.372 7.450
BESS MAE 0.432 0.018 0.000 0.018 0.330 2.648
(±4MW) RMSE 0.655 0.044 0.000 0.044 0.611 4.243
3.3 Simulation Studies
The proposed FR model is used here to analyze the impact of CDs and to demonstrate
the effect of the SoC model in the FR process. Also, the computational efficiency of the
proposed FR model is discussed.
3.3.1 Communication Delays
In order to determine the impact of CDs in the FR process, simulations with the existing
multiple delays, half the values of these delays, and no delays were considered. The impact
is measured as a reduction in the ACE. Table 3.5 presents the RMSE and MAE with respect
to the ideal ACE, i.e., 0 MW. As expected, the smaller the delay, the better the ACE
performance. Note that reducing the CDs to half their current values has approximately
the same effect on the ACE as increasing 30 MW of ESS capacity for FR with the current
delay, based on the results discussed next.
Table 3.5: Impact of CDs for 100-day period.
Cases RMSE [MW] MAE [MW]
Current delay 87.55 56.91
Half of current delay 84.14 52.50
No delay 80.64 47.12
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3.3.2 State of Charge Management
To demonstrate the effect of the SoC model in the FR control process, the ESS capacity
used for FR was increased to 30 MW, comprising a ±15 MW/30 MWh BESS and a ±15
MW/3.75 MWh FESS. In the results presented in Table 3.6, it can be observed that
ignoring the SoC leads to unrealistic ACE reductions, since without the SoC model, the
ESS resources are assumed to have unlimited energy. Indeed, for the IESO case, considering
±30 MW of fast FR without the SoC model yields a better ACE than increasing the ESS
FR capacity to ±80 MW (±40 MW/80 MWh BESS, ±40 MW/10 MWh FESS) with the
SoC model, which could lead to under-procuring fast frequency response resources. Finally,
the case of half of existing delays and 30 MW of ESS for FR, including the SoC model,
was considered to demonstrate how a combination of reduced CDs and increased fast FR
capacity can realistically reduce the ACE.
Table 3.6: Impact of SoC model on FR for 100-day period.
Cases RMSE [MW] MAE [MW]
Current ESS (SoC model) 87.55 56.91
30 MW ESS (SoC model) 83.89 52.81
30 MW ESS (no SoC model) 76.98 47.41
30 MW ESS (SoC model, 1/2 CDs) 81.12 49.09
80 MW ESS (SoC model) 80.37 49.34
3.3.3 Computational Efficiency
One of the main advantages of the proposed FR model is that it allows long simulation
times while still considering the main stages of the FR process under normal operating
conditions, which is the main application of the model. In order to demonstrate the
computational efficiency of the proposed FR model, a computer with a processor Intel(R)
Core(TM) i9-9900K CPU @3.60 Hz, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit operating system, x64-based
processor was used to run several cases with different simulation times.
Table 3.7 presents the Simulation Time for each study and the corresponding average
computation times for 5 simulation runs (Comp. Time), with a 1 s resolution for both
the full FR model in Simulink® and the DSATools™ model, with the latter only allowing
102 s simulations due to the maximum number of switching events allowed, as previously
explained. Note the speed up in the range of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude provided by the
proposed model.
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Table 3.7: Computational efficiency of the proposed FR model.
DSATools™ Model
Simulation Time Comp. Time
102 s 268.80 s
Full FR Model in Simulink®
Simulation Time Comp. Time
102 s 1.09 s
86400 s (1 day) 30.55 s
604800 s (1 week) 200.01 s
2592000 s (1 month) 845.74 s
31536000 s (1 year) 10252.98 s
Figure 3.14: Eigenvalues of the FR model with different communication delays.
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3.3.4 Stability Analysis
Figure 3.15: Eigenvalues of the FR model with different ESS capacity.
Given the complex nonlinear characteristics of the detailed FR model, eigenvalue analyses
are used here to demonstrate the system stability for varying communication delays and
ESS capacities, and hence evaluate the robustness of the system. To analyze the impact
of increasing communication delays, a total ESS capacity of 30 MW which included a
±15 MW/30 MWh BESS and a ±15 MW/3.75 MWh FESS, were used, since these yielded
reasonable FR performance for existing communication delays (CD = 4 s and CDTG =
30 s). In this case, the system is marginally stable, presenting two poles on the real axis,
both at (1, 0), associated with F (z) in Stage VII. As communication delays are increased,
the system performance deteriorates in terms of ACE, as expected, and finally becomes
unstable for a 96 s increase in all the delays, i.e. for CD = 100 s and CDTG = 126 s,
as highlighted in Figure 3.14. This shows that the stability of the system is quite robust
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for practical ranges of communication delays and only becomes unstable at significantly
extreme values.
To analyze the impact of added ESS capacity on the stability of the proposed model,
for the current communication delays, the capacities of the FESS and BESS facilities were
increased simultaneously by the same values. As illustrated in Fig. 3.15, the system remains
stable until the total capacity of the ESS reaches 86 MW, ±43 MW/86 MWh BESS and
a ±43 MW/10.75 MWh FESS, when the system becomes unstable. This indicates that
for the existing FR approach for ESS, the system is sensitive to ESS capacity increases, as
also demonstrated in Chapter 4 where a new fast regulation approach for ESS is proposed
that addresses this issue.
3.4 Summary
This chapter presented a validated model for long-term FR studies of a real interconnected
power system including ESS facilities. The proposed FR model was designed to closely rep-
resent the frequency behaviour of a bulk interconnected power system, with the ESS model
allowing an accurate representation of the SoC management and charging/discharging char-
acteristics of FESS and BESS. Simulation results showed that reducing the CDs can poten-
tially reduce the ACE without requiring any increase in FR capacity, and that neglecting
the SoC model of ESSs in the frequency control process yields unrealistic improvements
in the ACE. In addition, the proposed FR model allowed long-term simulations that can
reduce the computation time significantly as compared to a more detailed dynamic model,
while still capturing the required FR response of the system. Finally, it was shown that
the stability of existing FR system is robust with respect to communication delays, but
sensitive to ESS capacities.
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Chapter 4
Regulation Signal Design and Fast
Frequency Control with Energy
Storage Systems
This chapter presents a novel H2 filter design procedure to optimally split the FR signal
between conventional generators and fast regulating ESS assets, considering typical CDs.
The filter is then integrated into the previously validated FR model including BESS and
FESS, discussed in Chapter 3. This Integrated Model is used to analyze the impact of the
ESSs, CDs, and limited regulation capacity on the FR process in the OPS. The proposed
methodology to split the FR signal is also compared with the existing FR process in
Ontario.
4.1 Design of H2 FR Filter
4.1.1 Filter Design
The design approach used here is to filter the FR signal by producing a slowly-varying
component or RegA to be provided to the slow regulating resources, while the remain-
ing fast component or RegD is provided to the fast regulating facilities, as in the PJM
electricity market [15]. This is done to take advantage of the fast changing power output
characteristic of ESSs in the FR control loop. Hence, it is assumed here, as per general
practices, that fast response ESS technologies, i.e., FESS and BESS, receive the RegD
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signal due to their fast response characteristics. Slower types of ESS technologies such as
compressed-air and thermal ESSs can also be added to the FR control loop, receiving the
RegA signal due their prolonged discharging and slower power output characteristics.
The design of the filter is formulated as an optimal control design problem, based on the
general control configuration shown in Figure 4.1, consisting of a Generalized Plant (GP)
transfer function GP (z), which includes weights, interconnected with a controller Φ(z),
with the latter processing the available measurements Y to produce the control signal U .
The signal W models exogenous inputs/disturbances, and the signal Z contains controlled
variables that the designer wishes to keep small [82]. The blocks can be represented by the
following transfer matrix relationship:







GP 11(z) GP 12(z)






U = Φ(z)Y (4.2)
The control problem is then to design Φ(z) such that the H2 norm of the closed-loop
transfer function fromW to Z, given byGP11(z) +GP12(z)Φ(z)(I −GP22(z)Φ(z))−1GP21(z),
is minimized in the H2 sense (e.g., see [82] for a formal definition of the H2 norm). Ef-
fectively, this procedure minimizes the sensitivity transfer function from W to Z, thereby
suppressing the effect of the exogenous disturbances W on the 60 controlled variables
Z. This control problem is solvable via routine computational methods [82], which are
implemented in Matlab [83].
The design of the proposed filter for FR can be cast into the aforementioned general
framework, as shown in Figure 4.2, where the signals Y1 and Y2 correspond to ACE and
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Figure 4.2: Optimal control configuration.
cumulative ACE signals, which are the plant measurement outputs provided to the con-
troller; U1 and U2 correspond to RegA and RegD, which are the control inputs the filter
produces (the outputs of the filter). The generalized plant GP (z) illustrated in Figure 4.3
is constructed from the simplified nonlinear version of the Base Case FR Model depicted
in Figure 3.1 through the following steps: First, all signal loops that would enter the new
filter Φ(z) are broken by removing the ACE filtering and AGC blocks. Next, nonlinearities
such as limiters are removed, and all ESS systems are approximated as ideal set-point
followers; this is done to obtain a simplified linear time-invariant model. Finally, the ex-
ogenous inputs W and performance outputs Z are identified, and associated weighting
filters ΦWi(z) and ΦZj(z) are added, where i and j are associated with each element in
W and Z, respectively. The exogenous disturbance vector W corresponds to the inputs
[PD PGT fs NI s IP F (IP)]
T. The vector signal Z = [Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4]
T contains the error
outputs to be kept small, which corresponds to cumulative ACE, high frequency compo-



































by the ΦZ1(z) to ΦZ4(z) filters. The state-space representation of GP (z) is obtained by
implementing the model in Figure 4.3 in Simulink® and by using the Matlab function
linearize, which yields the matrices A, B, C, and D corresponding to the state space
representation at time zero of the transfer function GP (z) in (4.1). The dimensions of the
state-space matrices for the case with delays are A50×50, B50×8, C6×50, and D6×8, while for
the case without delays are A12×12, B12×8, C6×12, and D6×8.
The various filters ΦWi(z) and ΦZj(z) in Figure 4.2 are not physically present, but are
design variables of the optimal control problem. These filters specify the magnitude of the
disturbance/error signals, and allow to shape the closed-loop response by weighting the
importance of disturbances and error variables over desired frequency ranges.
The filters ΦWi(z) are selected as constant gains here, based on the largest change
observed in the real data provided by the IESO for each input i. The filters ΦZ1(z) and
ΦZ4(z) are selected as constant gains. The RegD signal should contain relatively little low-
frequency content, while the RegA signal should contain relatively little high-frequency
content, and hence, ΦZ2(z) and ΦZ3(z) include a constant gain multiplying a high-pass
and low-pass filter, respectively. The high-pass filter penalizes the high frequency content
in RegA, while leaving the low frequency behaviour unchanged. Conversely, the low-
pass filter discourages high frequency content in RegD, which encourage ESS facilities to
provide a fast power response. The high- and low-pass filters can be determined based on
the analysis of the discrete Fourier transform of the measured ACE signal. Furthermore,
all the constant gains present in the filters ΦZj(z) can be determined using a recurrent
process, which included a GA technique described next to solve the required optimization
problem.
The first GA step is to set the initial individual, which corresponds to the set of constant
gains in ΦZj(z); these gains together with the ΦWi(z) filters selected are then inserted in
GP (z). The filter Φ(z) is generated using the Matlab function h2syn that computes a
stabilizing H2-optimal controller Φ(z) for the plant GP (z) [83]. Next, Φ(z) is added to the
Base Case Model to arrive at an Integrated Model, described below, and the RMSE of the
ACE signal for a one day period is calculated. The GA determines the next individual,
and the process continues until the stopping criteria is met and the individual that yields
the lowest RMSE of ACE is selected.
The solution to the optimal control problem illustrated in Figure 4.2 requires that one
appropriately selects the weighting filters ΦWi and ΦZj . The computation of the filter Φ(z)
that minimizes the norm of the transfer function from W to Z (while guaranteeing stability
of the linear system) can then be systematically solved via standard methods in either H2
orH∞ frameworks, as explained in [82]. In this study, theH2 synthesis procedure produced
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better results compared to the H∞ synthesis, as measured by smaller RMSE and MAE
of the ACE signal for the simulation studies presented in Section 4.2, and hence only the
results for the H2 filter design are described next.
4.1.2 Filter Integration
The Integrated Model shown in Figure 4.4 corresponds to the Base Case FR Model in
Figure 3.1 with some modifications and the addition of the proposed H2 filter. The mod-
ifications, presented in green, include a Proposed Set-Point (PSP) calculation replacing
the SP calculation block, and the substitution of the ACE filtered and AGC blocks by the
designed filter. TheH2 filter is implemented using its state-space representation, which has
two input signals: ACE and cumulative ACE, and two outputs: RegA and RegD, which
go through a limiter block. Thus, RegAL corresponds to RegA limited between ±RCTG,
which is the FR capacity of TGs, and RegDL is RegD limited between ±RCESS, which is
the FR capacity of fast response resources. The RCESS is obtained by adding the FESS
and BESS FR capacity limits RCFESS and RCBESS, respectively.
Since the Integrated Model considers limited FR capacity and the SoC model of the
facilities, six cases are possible, depending on whether the TGs are limited or not, and
depending on whether the ESS is limited by its capacity, its SoC, or neither. Within these
six cases, two extreme cases can arise: both TGs and ESSs reach their limits, or TGs reach
their limit while the ESS facilities are not able to follow the SP signals because of their
SoC limits. If these two extreme cases arise and the load-generation mismatch increases,
the filter will receive increasing ACE and cumulative ACE signals, hence increasing the
requirement from the regulation resources through RegA and RegD. However, since the
facilities are not able to follow their SP signals, the error will keep accumulating, and
the requirement from the facilities will continue increasing. This saturation in the filter






















































1 ∀ {[(RegDL < 0 ∧MFESS = BPFESS)∨
(RegDL ≥ 0 ∧MFESS = BPFESS)]∧
[(RegDL < 0 ∧MBESS = BPBESS)∨
(RegDL ≥ 0 ∧MBESS = BPBESS)]∧
(RegA > RCTG ∨RegA < −RCTG)∧
[sgn(−RegA) = sgn(ACE)]∧
[sgn(−RegD) = sgn(ACE)]}∨
{(RegA > RCTG ∨RegA < −RCTG)∧





where Clp can be equal to 1 or 0, depending on the stated logic conditions, which consider
the values and signs of RegDL, RegA, the upper and lower limits of BESS and FESS, and
the sign of the ACE signal. This signal controls the input switch to the cumulative discrete
block in Figure 4.4, so that when Clp = 1, the switch is set to its upper position, forcing
the first filter input to 0 to avoid saturation; otherwise, when Clp = 0, the switch is set
to its lower position, so that the corresponding filter input is the cumulative value of the
ACE signal.
In addition, BPFESS and BPBESS should be set in the control center; currently these val-
ues are close to 0 for the IESO, but can be different if the ESS facilities are also considered
for energy arbitrage. The last four inputs of the anti-windup block contain SoC information
for the ESS facilities, and since they come from these facilities, a CD is considered.
The proposed filter sends RegA and RegD signals considering the SoC of fast resources
and capacity limits of ESSs and TGs, and depend on the conditions of the system, working
in a coordinated manner. The hard energy neutrality condition or the soft neutrality
condition on the RegD signal, like those implemented in PJM [56], are not included here,
to avoid issues such as over procuring fast response resources or having the ESS facilities
work against the system FR needs to achieve the hard neutrality condition. The fast
response ESS facilities are expected to follow closely a signal; however, if the signal sent
to them worsens the ACE, it would eliminate the potential benefits of the ESS. Therefore,
the control of the regulation signal is extremely important.The controller proposed here
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acts to bring the ACE back to zero through an optimal coordinated control between fast
and slow resources, thus optimizing the use of those resources while considering system
limitations. Furthermore, since the ESS are exclusively being used for FR, there is no need
to force this signal to meet an energy neutral condition, from the ISO perspective.
The SP calculation in Section 3.1.1 is modified here so that the FR capacity from FESS
and BESS can be significant as compared to the TGs FR capacity, which is not the case
in Section 3.1.1, where these are assumed to be small. The ESS facilities are considered to
have different capacity limits here; thus, the FR signal RegDL sent to FESS and BESS is
multiplied by a factor αFESS or αBESS for FESS or BESS, respectively (αFESS +αBESS =
1), which indicate their respective capacity contributions to the total ESS capacity required
for FR. Accordingly, the SP calculation in (3.5) and Figure 3.1 is modified in the PSP blocks
as follows:
SPESS =
0 ∀ (AVESS = 1, αESSRegDL ≥ 0, MESS = BPESS)∨
(AVESS = 1, αESSRegDL < 0, MESS = BPESS)
αESSRegDL ∀ (AVESS = 1, RCESS 6= 0, MESS 6= BPESS, MESS 6= BPESS)∨
(AVESS = 1, RCESS 6= 0, αESSRegDL ≥ 0, MESS 6= BPESS)∨
(AVESS = 1, RCESS 6= 0, αESSRegDL < 0, MESS 6= BPESS)
(4.4)
In this calculation, the ESS SP signal SPESS for either FESS or BESS is equal to 0 or
αESSRegDL depending on the values of AVESS, αESSRegDL, RCESS, and the facility’s
SoC, included in the signals M ESS and M ESS . If the αESSRegDL signal indicates that
the facility should charge or discharge, but this is not possible from the SoC management
perspective, the SP is set to 0. Otherwise, SPESS is equal to αESSRegDL. An idle state
of the ESS, which has not been considered in Section 3.1.2, is enforced through this PSP
calculation.
The proposed filter produces two different signals, RegA and RegD, with similar char-
acteristics to the current PJM FR approach. However, the proposed strategy has the fol-
lowing main advantages over the current PJM signals. First, the proposed RegA and RegD
are the result of an optimal control design problem which incorporates the aggregated dy-
namics of traditional FR resources, along with approximate CDs and an aggregated model
of the bulk power system; incorporating dynamic effects directly in the design stage leads
to improved closed-loop response. Second, the PJM neutrality condition, which caused
over procuring issues in PJM, is not included here.
Since the proposed approach takes advantage of the ESS high ramp rates, the H2 fil-
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ter, anti-windup method, and PSP calculation could be implemented in ISOs that have
adopted FERC Order 755, such as MISO, CAISO, ISO-NE, NYISO, and others, to take
advantage of the fast regulation resources that are currently part of their regulation mar-
kets, and to coordinate traditional and fast resources. These ISOs have already modified
their market structure to include ESS fast power responses, calculating the mileage and
including a performance factor, which can be obtained from the RegD signal of the pro-
posed filter. In addition, the proposed integrated model can be used to determine different
regulation capacities for both conventional and fast response resources, and a conversion
factor between regulation products, as in PJM [19].
4.2 Simulation Results
This section presents the simulation results of the proposed Integrated and Base Case
Models for the OPS, for comparison purposes. For the cases considering limited FR ca-
pacity, the assumed scheduled capacity is ±100 MW and ±50 MW from TGs and ESS,
respectively, since currently, the IESO schedules a minimum of ±100 MW from TGs and
±7.05 MW from ESS. This assumed ESS regulation capacity includes a 25 MW/6.25 MWh
FESS and a 25 MW/50 MWh BESS (currently these are 2 MW/0.5 MWh for FESS, and
4 MW/2.76 MWh for BESS). The values of αFESS and αBESS are both 0.5, because both
FESS and BESS are assumed to have the same capacity. The FESS and BESS models can
be dispatched for energy with BPESS > 0 ; in the present studies, BPESS = 0 and thus the
total available capacity is used for regulation, as this is the current practice at the IESO.
For visualization purposes, a window of 8000 seconds is considered for all the simulation
studies.
The values chosen for the ΦWi(z) filters for the OPS studies are the following, based on
the highest change on the corresponding input:




, ΦW4(z) = 1000 MW,
ΦW5(z) = 100 MW, ΦW6(z) = 100 MW
(4.5)
where B, i.e., the BA bias, is 2, 482 MW/Hz.
The optimal values of the GA process for the ΦZj(z) obtained for the OPS are as
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follows:







, ΦZ4(z) = 751.5
(4.6)
The matrices A, B, C, and D defined in Section 4.1.1 can be found in [84]. These matrices
are used to obtain the controllers Φ(z) for all the cases presented in this section.
It is important to mention that the real data used for the simulations in this section
correspond to the following signals of April 1st, 2019: fs, NIs, IME, IP , PGT , and PD.
This data has been provided by the IESO and has been re-sampled to 1 s resolution.
4.2.1 Impact of Communication Delays
When CDs are ignored, the FR signals are calculated at the control center at time t, and
sent to the FR facilities, which are immediately received by them, and their responses
sent back instantly to the control center. The TGs and ESS facilities act on these FR
signals, reducing the ACE. However, CDs exist in the FR process and thus the ACE is
not corrected instantly; hence, the error keeps accumulating and more regulation resources
are needed to correct it. Ignoring CDs in real systems can potentially lead to errors in
determining the FR capacity needed and the impact of regulating resources in reducing
the ACE.
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 presents the Base Case and Integrated Model results consid-
ering limited FR capacity without and with CDs of τ = 4s for most signals, and τ = 30s for
the TG regulation signal, as it is currently the case in Ontario; for the case of the system
without CDs, the delays were ignored in the filter design process, while for the case with
CDs, these were considered. Note the significant reduction in ACE in Figure 4.5 due to the
absence of CDs. The proposed filter, included in the Integrated Model, takes into account
CDs in the design process and in the system to send appropriate FR signals. Observe that
PFESS and PBESS, which are the response of FESS and BESS to RegD, move faster in
the Integrated Model than the Base Case, while the PTGr signal in both models is similar.
Also, the SOCFESS% and SOCBESS% respond differently to the same RegD signal, since
the FESS and BESS facilities have different SoC management and energy capacity.
Table 4.1 presents the RMSE and MAE of the ACE signal measured with respect to
the ideal ACE (i.e., 0 MW), and the mean and Standard Deviation (SD) of the same
signal for the Base Case and Integrated Models without and with CDs. The MAE of the
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Figure 4.5: Base Case Model and Integrated Model comparison for limited FR capacity
and without considering CDs.
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Figure 4.6: Base Case Model and Integrated Model comparison for limited FR capacity
and considering CDs.
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Integrated Model is 58% and 82% of the error of the Base Case Model without and with
CDs, respectively. In addition, the RMSE, mean, and SD are closer to zero for the cases
with the Integrated Model, specially for the case without CDs. These results highlight the
importance of CDs in the FR process. Certainly, by eliminating or at least reducing CDs,
the ACE can be improved by up to 42% without adding extra FR capacity.
Table 4.1: Impact of CDs on the FR process.
Case
RMSE MAE Mean SD
[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW]
No CDs
Base Case Model limited FR cap. 32.57 25.16 -4.60 32.24
Integrated Model limited FR cap. 21.79 14.52 -2.22 21.68
With CDs
Base Case Model limited FR cap. 46.35 36.45 -6.15 45.94
Integrated Model limited FR cap. 38.45 29.73 -3.18 38.32
4.2.2 Impact of Limited Regulation Capacity
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.7 present the results of the Base Case and Integrated Models con-
sidering limited and unlimited FR capacity, respectively, and no CDs; likewise, Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.8 present the two cases considering CDs in the FR process. For limited FR
capacity without and with CDs, it can be observed in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 that the
system frequency is close to 60 Hz between 0 to 3,550 s as compared to the rest of the
interval of analysis; however, beyond this time interval the frequency is consistently below
60 Hz except for a few momentary spikes, due to a change in the value of NIs. Observe,
that at all times the frequency is within the normal frequency range (i.e., 60 Hz ± 0.02 Hz
[85]).
When considering unlimited FR capacity, both power and energy capacity are assumed
unlimited in TGs and ESSs, and thus the SoC model of the ESS facilities are ignored.
Hence, the SOCFESS% and SOCBESS% signals in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 remain at
their initial values of 50% assumed for this study, and do not change. In this case, note in
these figures that the Base Case becomes unstable, without and with CDs. This happens
because RegA and RegD are generated independent of each other, resulting in an unco-
ordinated operation of the FR resources. A similar FR signal is sent to the AGC block,
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Figure 4.7: Base Case Model and Integrated Model comparison for unlimited FR
capacity and without considering CDs.
74
Figure 4.8: Base Case Model and Integrated Model comparison for unlimited FR
capacity and considering CDs.
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where the RegA is calculated, and sent to the SP calculation blocks, where SPFESS and
SPBESS are calculated, which are basically the same signal scaled to each facility’s capac-
ity; however, since unlimited capacity is considered, the entire RegD is sent to both FESS
and BESS. Hence, at every time interval, three times the FR requirement is requested
from the regulation facilitates (TGs, FESS, and BESS); such overcompensation creates a
regulation requirement in the opposite direction of the error on top of the generation-load
mismatches for the next time interval. This keeps happening at every time interval making
the system unstable. The situation is worse when CDs are considered, since the ACE keeps
accumulating due to overcompensation of regulation resources and also due to the delays
in the response from facilities contracted for FR.
Table 4.2: Impact of regulation capacity limit on the FR process.
Case
RMSE MAE Mean SD
[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW]
No CDs
Base Case Model unltd. FR cap. 231.45 229.36 -1.28 231.46
Integrated Model unltd. FR cap. 13.53 10.39 -0.01 13.53
Base Case Model ltd. FR cap. 32.57 25.16 -4.60 32.24
Integrated Model ltd. FR cap. 21.79 14.52 -2.22 21.68
With CDs
Base Case Model unltd. FR cap. 1632 1505 -1.40 1632
Integrated Model unltd. FR cap. 31.33 24.35 -0.06 31.32
Base Case Model ltd. FR cap. 46.35 36.45 -6.15 45.94
Integrated Model ltd. FR cap. 38.45 29.73 -3.18 38.32
Table 4.2 presents the RMSE, MAE, mean, and SD of the ACE signal related to all cases
with limited and unlimited FR capacity and without and with CDs. The Integrated Model
yields better results compared to the Base Case Model under the same conditions, in all the
cases. In addition, as expected, when unlimited FR resource capacity is considered in the
Integrated Model, the RMSE, MAE, mean, and SD of the ACE are close to zero compared
to the cases with limited FR resources. The ideal case presented in this table corresponds
to the Integrated Model considering unlimited FR capacity and no CDs. However, the
ACE is not zero in this case because the TGs have a time response characteristic that
causes some accumulation of the ACE, but the MAE is reduced by 72% compared to the
Base Case Model using limited FR capacity and considering CDs. Even though the ideal
case may not be achievable due to impossibility to eliminate all CDs, this result provides
an idea of the maximum improvement in the FR process, measured as a reduction in the
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ACE profile.
Considering unlimited capacity in the Integrated Model and analyzing the maximum
regulation requirement allows for overall power sizing of traditional and fast regulation
requirements to achieve optimal ACE reduction. Thus, when analyzing the case with
CDs, the maximum regulation capacities from TGs, FESS, and BESS are ±167 MW, ±61
MW, and ±61 MW, respectively, while for the case without CDs the maximum required
capacities are ±180 MW, ±42 MW, and ±42 MW, respectively. These capacities are for
a time interval of 8000 s, but longer time periods could be analyzed following the same
procedure.
Table 4.3: Impact of TG capacity on FR for the proposed H2 filter.
Case
RMSE MAE Mean SD
[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW]
Base Case Model with limited FR capacity and CDs
100 MW TGs, 50 MW ESSs 46.35 36.45 -6.15 45.94
Integrated Model with limited FR capacity and CDs
100 MW TGs, 50 MW ESSs 38.45 29.73 -3.18 38.32
90 MW TGs, 50 MW ESSs 38.73 29.96 -3.86 38.53
80 MW TGs, 50 MW ESSs 39.65 30.42 -4.71 39.37
70 MW TGs, 50 MW ESSs 40.52 30.71 -5.61 40.13
60 MW TGs, 50 MW ESSs 41.50 31.28 -7.30 40.86
50 MW TGs, 50 MW ESSs 42.47 31.68 -9.16 41.48
The proposed filter has the potential to impact the FR capacity required by the system,
as a comparison of the results shows for the Base Case Model and Integrated Model with
limited capacity and CDs, which reflect the existing system FR limitations. Thus, varying
FR capacities for TGs were considered, while keeping the ESSs’ capacities fixed at 50 MW,
as shown in Table 4.3. Note that when the total FR capacity is reduced by 30 MW of the
Integrated Model, i.e., for 70 MW of TG capacity, the RMSE, MAE, Mean, and SD for
the ACE are closer to zero compared to the Base Case Model. Observe also that, even by
reducing 50 MW of FR TG capacity in the Integrated Model, most of the results in Table
4.3 are closer to zero than the ones obtained for the Base Case Model.
The IESO spent $51, 197, 491 in FR for the period of January 1, 2019, to December 31,
2019, scheduling typically ±100 MW of TG at all times [63]; thus, the approximate cost of
1 MW of scheduled FR capacity would be $511, 975. Assuming that similar and possible
better system FR can be accomplished with the planned ±150 MW total FR capacity of
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slow and fast resources considered in Table 4.3, for the same period and at the same cost per
MW, the total FR costs would be $76, 796, 250. Therefore, by implementing the proposed
filter, which would allow to reduce the FR capacity by at least 30 MW, as it improves
the system FR with respect to the Base Case Model, the total potential savings for the
IESO would be $15, 359, 250. This potential savings only relates to the operational costs of
the system without considering further potential savings due to additional infrastructure
requirements or economic benefits of lower ACE values. In spite of the broad assumptions
made on this calculation, the likely cost savings demonstrate the possible economic benefits,
besides the technical ones, of the proposed filter.
4.2.3 Effect of Proposed ESS Set-point Calculation
Table 4.4: Impact of PSP calculation in the FR process.
Case
RMSE MAE Mean SD
[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW]
Base Case Model SP calculation 46.35 36.45 -6.15 45.94
Integrated Model SP calculation 44.00 34.06 -3.71 43.85
Integrated Model PSP calculation 38.45 29.73 -3.18 38.32
The effect of the PSP calculation using the Integrated Model is presented in Figure 4.9,
and considers CDs and limited FR capacity. The RMSE, MAE, mean, and SD of the
ACE for the Base Case, which uses the SP calculation, and the Integrated Model with
the SP and PSP calculation, are presented in Table 4.4. Although, the SP calculation
in the Integrated Model provides smaller errors as compared to the Base Case, the PSP
calculation in the Integrated Model yields better results and allows taking advantage of
the coordinated control provided by the proposed H2 filter strategy.
4.2.4 Effect of Proposed Anti-windup Strategy
Figure 4.10 presents a comparison of the Integrated Model without and with the proposed
anti-windup strategy explained in Section 4.1.2. Although, the Integrated Model ignoring
or including the anti-windup strategy yields better ACE than the Base Case, as shown
in Table 4.5, the anti-windup strategy reduces the ACE further by avoiding saturation
when all the facilities reach their limits, or when the TGs are at their capacity limits
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Figure 4.9: Integrated Model with SP and PSP calculation comparison for limited FR
capacity and considering CDs.
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Figure 4.10: Integrated Model with and without anti-windup strategy comparison for
limited FR capacity and considering CDs.
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Table 4.5: Impact of anti-windup strategy on the FR process.
Case
RMSE MAE Mean SD
[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW]
Base Case Model 46.35 36.45 -6.15 45.94
Integrated M. without anti-windup 40.88 31.45 -0.28 40.88
Integrated M. with anti-windup 38.45 29.73 -3.18 38.32
and the ESS cannot follow RegD due to their SoC. An example of the effect of the anti-
windup strategy when saturation occurs is highlighted in the shaded area A in Figure 4.10,
where the saturation condition and the lack of anti-windup strategy yields a larger ACE
as compared to the case with anti-windup. Since saturation cases can occur several times
during the day, the presence of the anti-windup strategy is essential to take full advantage
of the proposed H2 filter.
The standard filter design method used in this thesis guarantees local stability and
robustness of the overall system [82]. Thus, the Integrated Model was designed to be
locally stable, which is confirmed by the results of the simulations depicted in Figure 4.5
to Figure 4.10. In particular, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show that the overall nonlinear
system that includes the designed filter is stable and robust, since it stabilizes the system
under the conditions that cause instability in the Base Case Model.
4.3 Summary
This chapter presented an optimized H2 filter strategy to split the FR signal into a slow
RegA signal sent to TGs, and a fast RegD signal sent to ESSs, to take advantage of
the fast response characteristics of FESS and BESS. The proposed H2 filter strategy was
implemented on the Base Case FR Model of the OPS presented in Chapter 3. The quantifi-
cation of the impact of the proposed filter strategy on the FR performance was measured
in terms of the reduction in ACE. Simulation results for the OPS showed that, in all cases,
the proposed filter yielded better results as compared to the existing FR process. It was
noted that CDs negatively affected the FR process and a 60% reduction in the MAE of
ACE was achieved by adding the proposed filter strategy and eliminating the CDs, with
the same FR capacity; the proposed filter produced FR signals that worked in a coor-
dinated manner avoiding instability in the system. Furthermore, it was shown that the
proposed Integrated Model could be used for sizing of FR facilities by assuming unlimited
ESS capacity. A PSP calculation method and anti-windup strategy were also proposed to
take full advantage of the novel H2 filter strategy, demonstrating their relevance for the
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FR process. Overall, it is shown from the ISO perspective that the participation of ESS
and the proposed filtering strategy can improve the performance of the regulation process
and reduce the overall capacity requirement for FR services.
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Chapter 5
Marginal Rate of Technical
Substitution of Traditional with
Dynamic Regulation Signals
This chapter presents a detailed methodology to develop IESO’s MRTS curves, which
can be used to optimally determine the appropriate substitution of RegA capacity with
RegD, considering different ESS technologies and discharging times, scenarios, and seasons.
Different comparisons of the MRTS curves are carried out, and the criteria used to obtain
16 average optimized MRTS curves, four per season, is presented. Finally, the 16 MRTS
curves obtained for the IESO and their parameters are presented.
5.1 Definitions
The IESO is considering implementation of fast FR services using ESS in the IAM [18]. To
this effect, it is important to determine the benefits of including fast resources to the FR
service provisions, and analyzing the trade-offs among resources with similar performance
characteristics. This can be accomplished with the aid of MRTS curves based on [19] and
[38]. The methodology proposed in this work is generic and can be applied to any other
ISOs with appropriate modifications.
The MRTS measures the reduction in one of the inputs vis-a-vis the increase in another
input that is just sufficient to maintain a constant level of output [86]. In this thesis, the
MRTS curve represents the RegA capacity that must be substituted by one more unit of
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RegD while maintaining the same output level or performance metric selected, such as
RMSE of the ACE. Indeed, these MRTS curves help determining the RegA capacity (in
MWs) provided by conventional generators that can be replaced with RegD capacity from
ESSs, so as to reduce the total regulation capacity used, which is envisaged to decrease
the cost of procuring FR services for the ISOs.
An isoquant is a curve in the input space that shows all possible combinations of inputs
which produce the same level of output, and a family of isoquants is an isoquant map, as
shown in Figure 5.1, where Is1, Is2, and Is3 are isoquants which together form an isoquant
map. The higher the position of an isoquant, with respect to another, the higher it its level
of output [86, 87]. For example, Is3 has a higher output value than Is2 and Is1, while Is2
has higher output than Is1.
Figure 5.1: Isoquant map.
In Figure 5.1, the MRTS of RegA (Input 1) for RegD (Input 2), at any point on
the isoquant, is denoted by MRTSRegD,RegA, and can be defined as the negative of the




and the marginal product of RegA as MPRegA =
∂Is1
∂RegA
, for any point on
an isoquant Is1 (e.g., M) in Figure 5.1, maintains the output RMSE of ACE unchanged,
i.e., ∆Is1 = 0. Hence, by linearizing Is1, it follows that [87],
∆Is1 ≈MPRegD∆RegD +MPRegA∆RegA = 0
=⇒ MPRegD∆RegD = −MPRegA∆RegA
(5.1)
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And, since MRTSRegD,RegA is the negative of the slope of the isoquant curve, the following










5.2 Criteria for Generating MRTS Curves for IESO
In 2017, PJM proposed the use of MRTS curves to replace the BF curve being used,
which measured the relative value of fast RegD versus the slower RegA resources, and
was implemented in the regulation market [56]. Most of the flaws in the regulation market
of PJM could be attributed to improper implementation of the BF curve between RegA
and RegD resources, which causes both under- and over-payment for RegD resources,
and over-procurement of RegD during some hours [11, 12]. The MRTS curves can be
considered an improved version of the BF curve, but these have not been implemented, as
they were rejected by FERC [13], because of settlement related inconsistencies with FERC
Order No.755 [14]. Since the IESO is not under FERC jurisdiction, it can take advantage
of the proposed MRTS curves and learn from PJM experiences.
The IESO has been considering introduction of fast resources in its FR process since
2012. Hence, it is essential to determine the benefit of adding fast resources to the FR
process and analyzing the alternate trade-off resources that yield the same performance.
The former can be achieved by using heat maps, while the latter can be addressed by using
MRTS curves.
In the work presented in this Chapter, the following criteria for creation of heat maps
and MRTS curves have been agreed upon with the IESO:
• The range of total regulation capacity (RegA+RegD) considered is between 40 and
300 MW.
• Incremental steps of 5 MW of fast and slow regulation capacity are considered when
determining the RegA-RegD pairs of equivalent control.
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• The performance metric selected for generation of heat maps is the RMSE of ACE.
• The RMSE of ACE obtained for a 100 MW RegA and 0 MW RegD is used to
generate the isoquant curve, which is consistent with the current regulation service
scheduled by the IESO [63].
• The following three features are considered in the MRTS curve generation for different
ESS technologies and discharging times, scenarios, and seasons:
– The FESS and BESS are considered for the studies, one at a time, since their
SoC management are different. An FESS with discharging time of 15 min and
a BESSs with discharging times of 15 min, 1 h, 2 h and 4 h have been selected
for this study.
– The scenarios considered for each representative day are Peak hours, Non-peak
hours, Morning ramp hours, and Evening ramp hours (Table 5.1).
– One representative typical day is selected per season, which is a non-holiday
weekday.
Thus, 16 MRTS curves are generated per ESS technology and discharging time, with
a total of 80 MRTS curves.
• A multi-segment approach is used when generating the MRTS curves.
Table 5.1: Scenarios considered for the generation of the IESO’s MRTS curves.
Scenarios Summer Fall Winter Spring
Peak hours 6 am to 10 pm
Non-peak hours 10 pm to 6 am
Morning ramp 5 am to 8 am
Evening ramp 6 pm to 9 pm 8 pm to 11 pm
Although this thesis does not focus on electricity markets, it is worth mentioning that
the IESO can use the MRTS curves together with pricing data to determine the optimal
combination of RegD and RegA resources to meet the system regulation requirement,
while maintaining the same level of FR performance at minimum cost. Thus, when solving
for the optimum combination of resources, RegD would substitute RegA when RegD is
cheaper. The RegD resources determined using MRTS curves can be assigned a base
payment and a mileage payment component, to provide a fair compensation for the service
actually provided by fast resources. The value of RegD capacities should also be kept in
mind by the IESO when planning for potential increments in regulation capacity.
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5.2.1 Seasonal Representative Typical Days
The data considered was provided by the IESO and corresponds to March 1, 2019 to
February 28, 2020, re-sampled to 1 s resolution. The following is the methodology used to
select the representative typical days per season that will be used to generate the MRTS
curves:
1. Consider the load curve data for all the days within each season.
2. Find the mean of the load curves for each season.
3. Calculate the MAE between the load curve of each day and the mean load curve for
a season.
4. Select the day with the lowest MAE with respect to the mean load curve.
5. Verify that the selected days are weekdays and not holidays; if a holiday or weekend,
select a day with the next lowest MAE.
Figure 5.2 presents an example of this methodology applied to the Fall season. The
daily load curves for all days in Fall are shown, and the mean load curve is highlighted in
red in the middle of the green shaded area, corresponding to one standard deviation. The
black line, close to the mean load curve, corresponds to the day with the lowest MAE with
respect to the mean; thus, this is selected as the representative typical day for Fall, which
corresponds to September 9, 2019. Table 5.2 presents the selected representative typical
days for all seasons after repeating this methodology to each season.
Table 5.2: Selected representative days for generating the MRTS curves
Day Month Season Year
3 (Wednesday) 4 (April) Spring 2019
15 (Thursday) 8 (August) Summer 2019
24 (Tuesday) 9 (September) Fall 2019
4 (Tuesday) 2 (February) Winter 2020
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Figure 5.2: Example of the selection of a representative typical day in Fall.
5.3 Methodology for Generation of MRTS Curves
A method is proposed here drawing on the concepts from [19] and [38] to develop the
MRTS curves for the OPS. Thus, the first step is to run the Integrated Model presented in
Chapter 4 with CDs and one ESS technology at a time, varying the regulation capacity of
fast and slow regulation resources for each scenario and season, for a total of 80 cases. As
mentioned in Section 5.2, the capacity of RegA and RegD resources is increased in steps of
5 MW, for a total regulation capacity varying in the range of 40 MW to 300 MW. The initial
state of the system corresponds to a point where the regulation resources are sufficient for
the interval of analysis, thus allowing RegD and RegA trading. The initial ACE for all
the simulations within the same case is selected as the initial ACE for the corresponding
representative typical day at 100 MW regulation requirement, i.e., RegA=100 MW and
RegD= 0 MW. The RMSE of the ACE for the interval of analysis is the performance
metric and thus, for each simulation which considers one day of data with 1 s resolution,
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is calculated, saved and used to generate heat maps.
5.3.1 Heat Maps
Figure 5.3: Example of heat map for Fall season, Peak hours scenario, and 4 h BESS.
Heat maps allow visualizing the value of the performance metric in color, on a two-
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dimensional plot of RegA versus RegD. These heat maps contain information on RegA
and RegD capacity, and the value of RMSE of the ACE, as illustrated in Figure 5.3
for one particular case; the rest of the heat maps for all cases analyzed in this work
are presented in Appendix A. These heat maps allow evaluating the impact of different
combinations of RegA and RegD capacities on the RMSE of the ACE, with the darkest
blue indicating a mix of fast and slow resources that yields the lowest RMSE of the ACE,
and with the darkest red indicating the opposite. The black areas indicate RegA and RegD
capacity values not considered, as per the criteria stated in Section 5.2. Note that the ideal
combination of RegA and RegD capacities, which yields the lowest RMSE of the ACE, may
not be feasible because of high cost of procurement. A comprehensive analysis of all heat
maps for different ESS technologies and discharging times, scenarios and seasons, allows
looking at the big picture and selecting the optimal combination of regulation resources
that results in the most benefit to the system, taking into account the procurement cost
and capacity limits of RegA and RegD resources.
In the heat maps, as the one presented in Figure 5.3, it can be observed that for a
given regulation capacity, when RegD capacity is increased, it results in an improvement
in the performance metric; however, beyond a certain value, the performance deteriorates,
which translates to reduced returns from using more RegD resources. The performance
deterioration beyond a certain value of RegD is explained by the fact that these resources
are typically energy limited (such as FESS and BESS) and thus will reach their SoC limits,
resulting in increased ACE; hence, energy limited RegD resources need to be complemented
with RegA resources [19]. Heat maps can be a powerful analysis tool for ISOs looking
to expand their regulation capacity, and once the selection of performance metric and
combination of regulation resources is determined, the MRTS curves can be created, as
discussed next.
5.3.2 MRTS Curves
After generating the heat maps for all cases, the incremental step in the meshgrid data
corresponding to RegA and RegD capacity is decreased from 5 MW to 0.02 MW, using
interpolation of two-dimensional data in meshgrid format to obtain interpolated values of
RMSE of the ACE; the purpose of this exercise is to increase the number of data points
to generate a more accurate isoquant map. The isoquant map can then be generated from
the interpolated data, with an example of this being presented in Figure 5.4, where the
isoquant corresponding to the value of RMSE of ACE of 59.7966 MW (obtained for RegA
= 100 MW and RegD = 0 MW, as highlighted in Figure 5.3) is selected and illustrated
in Figure 5.5. The isoquant determines the RegA-RegD pairs of equivalent control, i.e.,
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Figure 5.4: Example of an isoquant map for different values of RMSE of ACE.
equivalent RMSE of ACE. When an isoquant has two parts, as shown in Figure 5.5, only
the part that allows analyzing the impact of reducing RegA resources and replacing them
by RegD resources on RMSE of ACE is considered; this part of the curve is enclosed in a
dotted square in Figure 5.5.
As agreed with the IESO and mentioned in Section 5.2, a multi-segment approach is
used to generate the MRTS curves, which is a better approximation than a single-segment
approach. Thus, 6 RegD MW-intervals are considered with cuts at 5, 10, 25, 50 and 75
MW on the RegD axis, producing the following intervals: [0 5], [5 10], [10 25], [25 50],
[50 75], and [75 Hv1], where Hv1 is the highest value of RegD for the isoquant. Each
segment of the isoquant corresponding to a different RegD MW-interval is denoted by
a different color in Figure 5.6. For some isoquants, the value of Hv1 may be less than
75 MW, which will reduce the total number of RegD MW-intervals. The single-segment
approach was not considered to avoid the same issues that PJM had in its implementation,
wherein the BF curve resulted in over-procurement of fast regulation resources [11, 12].
Each segment of the isoquant shown in Figure 5.6, can be approximated by a quadratic
function. In order to determine the coefficients of the function, a constrained linear least-
squares problem can be formulated for each segment u as follows:
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Figure 5.5: Isoquant line corresponding to 59.7966 MW RMSE of ACE in Figure 5.4.
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 2x1,u 1 02xNu,u 1 0
2xNu,u − 2x1,u 0 0
 ∀ u > 1 (5.16)
B̃u =
2ãu−1x1u + b̃u−12ãu−1x1u + b̃u−1
0
 ∀ u > 1 (5.17)
In this formulation each isoquant data point is defined in the RegD-RegA space, given
by (xr,u, yr,u), where u is the segment in a RegD MW-interval in the isoquant, r is the
isoquant data point in a segment u, and xr,u and yr,u are the values of RegD and RegA,
respectively, corresponding to the r isoquant point in segment u. The parameters T and
Nu are the total number of segments in the isoquant of analysis and the total number of
isoquant data points in the segment u, respectively. The matrix C̃u in (5.7) contains the
values of xr,u to the power 2, 1 and 0 in its first, second, and third column, respectively.
The vector p̃u in (5.8) contains the coefficients ãu, b̃u, and c̃u of the quadratic function
approximating the segment u in the isoquant. Finally, the vector d̃u in (5.9) contains the
values yr,u for the segment u of analysis.
The first equality constraints of (5.4b), (5.5b), and (5.6b) fix the last isoquant point
(r = Nu) in segment u. The second equality constraints in (5.4b) and (5.5b) ensure that
the segments approximating the isoquant are connected, by considering the first point
(r = 1) of the segment u+1. The third equality constraint in (5.4b) fixes the first isoquant
point for the segment u = 1. The last equality constraints in (5.5b) and (5.6b) ensure that
the derivative of the quadratic function approximating the segment u evaluated at its first
point is equal to the derivative of the quadratic function approximating the segment u− 1
evaluated at its last point, which is equal to the first point of the segment u. This is to
ensure that the segments on the MRTS curve, which are formed by the negative of their
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first derivatives of the quadratic functions approximating each segment of the isoquant,
are connected to each other.
The first two inequality constraints in (5.5c) and (5.6c) ensure that the derivative of
the quadratic function approximating the segment u, evaluated at its first (r = 1) and last
point (r = Nu), are lower or equal to the derivative of the quadratic function approximating
the segment u−1 evaluated at its last point, which is equal to the first point of the segment
u. The third inequality constraints in (5.5c) and (5.6c) ensure that the derivative of the
quadratic function approximating the segment u, evaluated at its last point minus the same
derivative evaluated at its first point, be lower or equal to zero, which ensures that the
segments of the MRTS have a negative slope, as desired. Figure 5.7 presents an example
of the approximate quadratic curves and their equations.
Figure 5.7: Example of approximate quadratic functions for each segment of the isoquant
of interest.
Each MRTS curve is formed by the negative of the derivatives of the quadratic functions
approximating the segments in the isoquant of interest, as shown for example in Figure 5.8.
The parameters for all the linear functions corresponding to the MRTS curves for the cases
studied in this chapter are presented in Appendix B. The formulation in (5.4) to (5.6) is
applied to each segment u in the isoquant curve for all the 80 cases considered in this work,
for different ESS technologies and discharging times, scenarios, and seasons. However,
having 80 MRTS curves is not practical in a real system. Thus, several comparisons were
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Figure 5.8: Example of MRTS curve formed by the negative of the derivatives of the
approximate quadratic functions.
then carried out to determine similarities among the MRTS curves that allow establishing
a criterion to reduce the number of curves. The comparisons are presented in Appendix C
corresponding to Peak vs Non-peak hour scenarios per season for different ESS technologies
and discharging times, Morning vs Evening ramp scenarios per season for different ESS
technologies and discharging times, and different ESS technologies and discharging times
per season for all the scenarios. An example of these comparisons is presented in Figure 5.9.
Comparing the MRTS curves, it is observed that the MRTS for different ESS technolo-
gies and discharging times, for the same scenario and season, have the highest similarities.
Hence, average MRTS curves are obtained from each scenario and season resulting in a
total of 16 average MRTS curves. To obtain these average curves, the average of each
segment of all the MRTS curves that belong to the same scenario and season (different
ESS technologies and discharging times) is calculated, as presented in Figures 5.10 to 5.13.
However, the average segments are not necessarily connected to each other, and the maxi-
mum value of RegD capacity considered may not be the same for all the curves, resulting
in a discontinuity at the last segment, as shown in Figure 5.11d. To correct these issues,
the average for each segment is used in the formulation of the following constrained linear
least-squares problem:
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(a) Peak vs Non-peak scenarios
(4 h BESS)
(b) Morning vs Evening ramp scenarios
(4 h BESS)
(c) Different ESS technologies and
discharging times (Peak hours)





‖Ĉ1p̂1 − d̂1‖22 (5.18a)






‖Ĉvp̂v − d̂v‖22 ∀ (v > 1) ∧ (v < L) (5.19a)











































∀ (v > 1) ∧ (v < L) (5.25)
and v is the segment on the average MRTS curve, q is associated with each average MRTS
curve data point in segment v, and xq,v and yq,v are the values of RegD and MRTS, respec-
tively, corresponding to the q average MRTS curve point in segment v. The parameters
L and Ov denote the total number of segments v in the average MRTS curve of analysis
and the total number of average MRTS curve data points in the segment v, respectively.
The matrix Ĉv in (5.20) contains the values of xq,v to the power 1 and 0, in its first and
second column, respectively. The vector p̂v in (5.21) contains the coefficients âv, and b̂v
of the linear function approximating the segment v in the average MRTS curve, and the
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vector d̂v in (5.22) contains the values yq,v for the segment v of analysis.
The first equality constraints in (5.18b) and (5.19b) fix the last average MRTS curve
point (q = mv) for the segment v. The second equality constraint in (5.18b) ensures that
the first average MRTS curve data point (q = 1) of segment v is a fixed value. The second
equality constraint in (5.19b) ensures that all the segments within the average MRTS curves
are connected, by making the linear function approximating the segment v evaluated at
its first point equal to the value of the linear function approximating the segment v − 1
evaluated at its last point, which is equal to the first point of the segment v.
Figure 5.10 to Figure 5.13 presents the 80 MRTS curves grouped by scenarios, for all
seasons, and their average MRTS curves, as well as the average optimized MRTS curves.
The parameters of the linear equation for each segment of the 16 average optimized MRTS
curves are presented in Table 5.3. In this table, the 6 segments of the average optimized
MRTS curve correspond to the intervals [0 5], [5 10], [10 25], [25 50], [50 75], and [75 Hv2],
where Hv2 is the highest value of RegD for the average optimized MRTS curve. Figure 5.14
presents the final average optimized MRTS curves grouped per season for all the scenarios.
The MRTS curves help determine the MW capacity of RegA that can be replaced by
MW capacity of RegD resources to produce the same performance metric, while decreasing
the total regulation capacity used. Observe in Figure 5.14 that the average optimized
MRTS curves have different starting points on the y-axis, which means that for different
seasons and scenarios, different amounts of RegA capacity can be replaced by one MW of
RegD. Considering that FR provided by fast resources is likely to be more expensive, it is
reasonable to consider MRTS = 1, on the y-axis of the MRTS curves, as the minimum value
at which it would make sense to replace RegA resources. Indeed, MRTS = 1 on the y-axis
indicates that substituting RegA by RegD would yield the same system performance. An
example of how to use the MRTS curves is presented in Figure 5.15, where 17.65 MW of
RegD capacity can replace 33.6 MW of RegA capacity, while still maintaining the same
RMSE of ACE and thereby reducing the required FR capacity from 100 MW to 84.05 MW.
The 33.6 MW of RegA capacity is the area under the curve, calculated using data from
Table 5.3.
The IESO is at an early stage of implementation of fast FR using ESS resources in the
IAM [18], and thus can take advantage of the heat maps as an analysis tool and combine
them with the use of the MRTS curves to determine the appropriate value of FR capacity
that the system needs, and the combination of fast and slow resources that can yield
the same performance of the system, while avoiding over-procurement of FR resources.
Therefore, the MRTS curves can be used to dispatch RegA and RegD resources at the
least cost solution if price data is available.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure 5.10: Average MRTS curves for Spring.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure 5.11: Average MRTS curves for Summer.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure 5.12: Average MRTS curves for Fall.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure 5.13: Average MRTS curves for Winter.
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Table 5.3: Parameters of average optimized MRTS curves.
Scenarios
Segments Spring Summer Fall Winter
v 2â b̂ 2â b̂ 2â b̂ 2â b̂
Peak
hours
1 -0.9948 7.4573 -0.9621 6.5317 -1.0477 7.025 -0.1901 2.2347
2 -0.2326 3.6458 -0.1411 2.4266 -0.175 2.6615 -0.1015 1.7921
3 -0.0563 1.883 -0.0422 1.4375 -0.0409 1.3209 -0.0271 1.0478
4 -0.0119 0.7736 -0.0108 0.653 -0.0095 0.5358 -0.0063 0.5286
5 -0.0023 0.2955 -0.0017 0.1959 -0.0023 0.1764 -0.0036 0.3933




1 -0.2796 2.9446 -1.4117 9.6077 -0.7961 6.1186 -0.4735 4.4091
2 -0.1078 2.0858 -0.2105 3.6014 -0.1764 3.0202 -0.2075 3.0788
3 -0.0235 1.2426 -0.0668 2.1649 -0.0517 1.7735 -0.0395 1.3985
4 -0.0158 1.0495 -0.0153 0.8766 -0.0131 0.8082 -0.0175 0.8505
5 -0.0036 0.4428 -0.0024 0.2331 -0.0029 0.2996 -0.0018 0.0623




1 -1.383 8.9788 -1.4773 9.7516 -0.3826 4.4678 -0.3955 4.1596
2 -0.2133 3.1305 -0.1939 3.3346 -0.2162 3.636 -0.1687 3.0258
3 -0.0367 1.3643 -0.0513 1.9079 -0.072 2.1935 -0.0442 1.7811
4 -0.0028 0.5182 -0.0213 1.1577 -0.0102 0.6504 -0.0075 0.8631
5 -0.0033 0.543 -0.0007 0.1306 -0.0043 0.3525 -0.0093 0.9522




1 -1.1646 7.7037 -0.5701 4.3952 -0.7214 5.7682 -1.0458 7.4031
2 -0.1251 2.5063 -0.1038 2.0638 -0.199 3.1561 -0.1746 3.0471
3 -0.0665 1.9203 -0.0716 1.7421 -0.0364 1.5304 -0.0546 1.8473
4 -0.002 0.3076 -0.0057 0.0932 -0.0189 1.091 -0.0128 0.8026
5 -0.0081 0.6109 -0.0038 0.0001 -0.0034 0.3162 -0.001 0.2112
6 0.0002 -0.0106 -0.0005 0.2471 0.0001 0.0566 -0.0014 0.2418
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(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure 5.14: Average optimized MRTS curves per season for all scenarios.
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Figure 5.15: MRTS curve interpretation for Winter Morning ramp hours.
5.4 Summary
This chapter presented a detailed methodology to obtain heat maps and MRTS curves for a
bulk power system. While the proposed methodology was demonstrated for the OPS, it is
generic and could be applied to other ISOs with appropriate modifications. The heat maps,
comparisons of MRTS curves, and parameters for the 80 MRTS curves, were discussed and
are presented in Appendix A to Appendix C. The process and criteria used to obtain the 16
average optimized MRTS curves from the 80 cases, was also detailed. Finally, an example
of how to use the average optimized MRTS curves was discussed. Heats maps and MRTS
curves are proposed as analysis tools to allow ISOs to select the desired performance metric
and the combination of RegA and RegD resources to achieve it, while still reducing the




6.1 Summary and Conclusions
Fast FR resources can help address the issues of demand forecast errors and rapid fluc-
tuations in frequency, arising from high penetration of RES in the bulk power systems.
This thesis examined the feasibility of ESSs for FR in bulk power systems and proposed
new models, taking into account CDs in signal transmission and the energy and power
limitations of the ESSs.
The first part of the thesis focused on modelling of a bulk power system for FR studies
from an ISO’s perspective, using the OPS as a case study. The proposed model considered
the bulk power system and ESSs, including the ACE calculation, ACE filtering, AGC,
the aggregated model of TGs providing FR services, and the power system model. The
latter model properly captured the system’s primary frequency response, as well as the
power on the tie-lines. The ESS models included the set-point calculation, which took into
account their SoC. Similar models for BESS and FESS were developed with some distinctive
features of each, because similar input and output signals were used for both facilities at
the control center. The SoC was divided in operational bands to allow both charging and
discharging, and a correction factor compensated for the different charging/discharging
energy rates observed in the real data.
All the parameters included in the FR model were estimated using real data, re-sampled
to 1 s resolution, and all the stages in the FR model were validated using a detailed dynamic
transient stability model of the NAEI, as well as real system and ESS data for the OPS.
The proposed FR model considered all the main stages of the FR control process, including
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CDs and the SoC management model of the ESS facilities, thus ensuring a realistic closed-
loop response. Therefore, these models were used to analyze the impact of CDs and the
SoC model on the FR process, as well as assessing the computational efficiency of the
proposed FR model.
The second part of this thesis focused on developing a filter design procedure to opti-
mally split the FR signal between conventional and fast-regulating assets. The design ap-
proach comprised filtering the FR signal by producing a slowly-varying component (RegA)
to be sent to the TGs, and a fast component (RegD) to be sent to the BESS and FESS
facilities to take advantage of their fast response characteristic. The design of the filter
was formulated as an optimal control problem, consisting of a GP that included weights
associated with the disturbance inputs and the error outputs to be minimized. The GP was
constructed from a simplified nonlinear version of the proposed FR model (Base Case FR
Model). A detailed step-by-step process on how to obtain the GP was described. Various
weighting filters penalized the disturbance inputs and error outputs, allowing to shape the
closed-loop response. The GP was interconnected with the filter to be designed, which
processed the available measurements to produce the control signals.
The optimal control problem, which was solved in an H2 framework, required the com-
putation of a filter which minimized the norm of the transfer function from the disturbance
inputs to the error outputs. The proposed Integrated Model comprised the Base Case FR
Model, with a PSP calculation replacing the SP calculation, and substitution of the ACE
filtered and AGC blocks by the designed H2 filter. The RegA and RegD signals, which
were the outputs of the designed filter, were passed through a limiter block to account for
the regulation capacity of TGs and ESSs. In addition, an anti-windup strategy was added
to avoid saturation of the filter. Therefore, the proposed H2 filter sent RegA and RegD
signals, which considered the SoC of ESSs and the capacity limits of ESSs and TGs, and
depended on the conditions of the system, working in a coordinated manner.
Simulation results comparing the proposed Integrated Model and the Base Case FR
Model for the OPS were presented. The impact of CDs and limited FR capacity from the
ESSs, and the effect of PSP calculation and proposed anti-windup strategy were analyzed.
In the third part of this thesis, the MRTS curves for the IESO were generated, consid-
ering different ESSs and discharging times, scenarios, and seasons, for a total of 80 cases,
and using one-year data from the OPS. The criteria agreed upon with the IESO for the
generation of heat maps and MRTS curves were presented, as well as the procedure to
select the representative typical days per season, and a detailed methodology to generate
heat maps and MRTS curves.
Heat maps, which used the RMSE of ACE as performance metrics, were generated by
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running simulations of the Integrated Model, considering CDs, with one ESS facility at a
time and varying the FR capacity of fast and slow resources for each scenario and season.
The heat maps obtained allowed evaluating how well the different combinations of RegA
and RegD capacities impacted the RMSE of ACE. After these were generated, one isoquant
was selected and a multi-segment approach was used to generate the MRTS curves. Each
segment in the isoquants for all the 80 cases were approximated by a quadratic function.
Each MRTS curve was formed by the negative of the first derivative of the quadratic
function approximating each interval of the isoquant for all the 80 cases studied. A criteria
to reduce the number of curves was established through several comparisons of the MRTS
curves, obtaining 16 average MRTS curves, which in turn were used to obtain 16 average
optimized MRTS curves. Finally, an example of how to interpret the average optimized
MRTS curves was presented.
The main conclusions of this thesis are as follows:
• The CDs and the SoC model of ESSs significantly impact the FR performance, mea-
sured in terms of the ACE, and thus must be included in FR studies, to obtain
realistic results. Simulation studies demonstrated that in the FR control loop, the
smaller the delay, the better is the ACE performance, and reducing the CDs had
a similar effect on the ACE as increasing the ESS capacity with the original CDs.
Thus, a combination of reduced CDs and increased fast FR capacity can realisti-
cally improve the FR performance. Finally, it is shown that ignoring the SoC of
the ESS in the FR process yielded unrealistic ACE reductions, which could lead to
under-procurement of ESS for FR provisions.
• Some stages in the proposed FR model are specific to the FR process of the IESO,
while other stages can be partially modified for their use in other bulk power sys-
tems, and others can be directly used in any system after estimating the appropriate
parameters.
• The main advantage of the Base Case FR Model and Integrated Model is that these
allow long simulation periods, while still considering the main stages of the FR process
under normal operating conditions in short execution times.
• The proposed H2 filter produces two different signals, RegA and RegD, with similar
characteristics to the current FR approach of PJM. However, the proposed filter has
two main advantages over the PJM approach: First, the filtered RegA and RegD
signals are the result of an optimal control design problem, which incorporates the
aggregated dynamics of traditional FR resources, along with approximate CDs and
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an aggregated model of the bulk power system. Second, the PJM neutrality condition
that caused over-procuring of FR resources is avoided.
• The proposed filter design strategy to split the scheduled regulation signal, takes
advantage of the high ramp rates of the ESSs; thus, theH2 filter, anti-windup method,
and PSP calculation can be implemented by other ISOs, to exploit the fast resources
that are currently part of their FR markets and to coordinate traditional and fast
resources.
• The proposed approach to split the FR signal renders significantly better results
in terms of reducing the ACE as compared to the existing FR process in Ontario.
Indeed, when comparing the Integrated Model and the Base Case Model, under
similar conditions, the former performed better in terms of ACE reduction for all
the cases studied. By eliminating, or at least reducing the CDs, the ACE can be
improved without adding extra FR capacity, which can be translated into economic
savings for the system. Also, the Base Case Model with unlimited FR capacity is
shown to have frequency oscillations leading to unstable operation, because the RegA
and RegD signals are independent of each other. On the other hand, the proposed
H2 filter produces FR signals that work in a coordinated manner, thus avoiding any
instability in the system.
• Analyzing the maximum FR requirement using the Integrated Model allows for power
capacity sizing of traditional and fast regulation requirements to achieve optimal ACE
reduction.
• The addition of the PSP calculation and the anti-windup strategy allows taking full
advantage of the coordinated control provided by the proposed H2 filter strategy.
• From the ISO’s perspective, the participation of ESSs and the proposed H2 filtering
strategy can improve the FR performance and reduce the overall capacity requirement
for FR services.
• The MRTS curves allow finding the RegA capacity that can be replaced by RegD
capacity to achieve the same performance while decreasing the total FR capacity used.
Furthermore, increasing the share of RegD capacity improved the FR performance for
a given regulation capacity requirement. However, beyond a certain share of RegD,




The most significant contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• A novel FR simulation model of a large interconnected power grid representing the
main stages of the FR control process, operating under normal conditions, and from
an ISO perspective was proposed. The model, which was validated for the OPS and
whose parameters where estimated using real system information provided by the
IESO, considers CDs in the signal transmission from/to the control center to/from
the facilitates contracted for regulation, and SoC management of the ESS. Thus, the
proposed model closely represents the frequency behaviour of a large interconnected
power system, and it is able to run longer-horizon FR simulations in short periods
of time.
• Empirically-based SoC models for FESS and BESS considering their charging and
discharging characteristics, appropriate for FR simulation models and from an ISO’s
perspective, have been proposed for the first time. These models have been validated
using data from actual FESS and BESS facilities currently providing FR in Ontario.
• A novel H2 filter design to optimally split the FR signal into fast and slow compo-
nents, to improve the FR performance in terms of minimizing ACE variations, has
been proposed. The proposedH2 filter is integrated with the validated FR simulation
model of the OPS to form an Integrated Model of the FR process. This model, which
includes CDs and ESSs considering their SoCs, accounts for the closed-loop feedback
effects of filter outputs in the frequency control process, not considered in existing
practical models thus far, and are based on open-loop system representations.
• The proposed Integrated Model is applied to the OPS to demonstrate the impact
of fast response ESSs on the FR process, accounting for and evaluating the effect of
CDs and limited regulation capacity, which have not been considered simultaneously
in practical systems before.
• A detailed methodology is presented for the first time to generate heat maps and
MRTS curves, which can be applied to any bulk power system with appropriate
modifications. The methodology accounts for ESSs technologies with different dis-
charging times, scenarios, and seasons. The proposed heat maps can help determine
the benefit of adding fast resources to the FR process, and MRTS curves can help
determine the RegA capacity to be replaced by RegD capacity, while maintaining
the same FR performance, thus reducing the total FR capacity requirement.
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The results reported in Chapter 3 has been submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Power
Systems and is currently under revision [88], and the results discussed in Chapter 4 have
been published in IEEE Transactions on Power Systems [89]. Finally, the heat map and
MRTS work is being submitted for publication and presentation at the 2022 Power System
Computation Conference (PSCC) [90].
6.3 Future Work
Based on the work presented in this thesis, the following issues may be undertaken for
future research:
• Using the proposed FESS and BESS models, examine how changes in the parameters
U off and Loff , which determine the upper and lower band of the SoC of the facilities,
respectively, could affect the FR performance.
• Investigate the viability of distributed FR from fast response ESSs to address the
issue of CDs in centrally generated FR signals, and evaluate their impact on the
system frequency performance.
• Model and study the impact of synthetic inertia from BESS and FESS on FR for
large interconnected power systems.
• Use MRTS curves together with market price forecast to determine the optimal com-
bination of RegD and RegA resources that would yield the same FR performance at
minimum cost. Furthermore, set up a methodology to appropriately use the MRTS
curves through the different stages of IAMs, while ensuring a fair compensation for
fast resources based on the actual benefit they provide to the FR process.
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The heat maps presented in Fig. A.1 to Fig. A.20 correspond to all the 80 cases analyzed
in Chapter 5, which consider combinations of the following features:
• Seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter.
• Scenarios: Peak hours, Non-peak hours, Morning ramp hours, and Evening ramp
hours.
• ESS technologies and discharging times: 15 min BESS, 1 h BESS, 2 h BESS, 4 h
BESS, and 15 min FESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.1: Heat maps for Spring and 15 min BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.2: Heat maps for Summer and 15 min BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.3: Heat maps for Fall and 15 min BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.4: Heat maps for Winter and 15 min BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.5: Heat maps for Spring and 1 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.6: Heat maps for Summer and 1 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.7: Heat maps for Fall and 1 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.8: Heat maps for Winter and 1 h BESS
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.9: Heat maps for Spring and 2 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.10: Heat maps for Summer and 2 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.11: Heat maps for Fall and 2 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.12: Heat maps for Winter and 2 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.13: Heat maps for Spring and 4 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.14: Heat maps for Summer and 4 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.15: Heat maps for Fall and 4 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.16: Heat maps for Winter and 4 h BESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.17: Heat maps for Spring and 15 min FESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.18: Heat maps for Summer and 15 min FESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours
Figure A.19: Heat maps for Fall and 15 min FESS.
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(a) Peak hours (b) Non-peak hours
(c) Morning ramp hours (d) Evening ramp hours




The parameters presented in Table B.1 to Table B.5 correspond to the coefficients of each
segment of the MRTS curves corresponding to all the 80 cases analyzed in Chapter 5,
which consider combinations of the following features:
• Seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter.
• Scenarios: Peak hours, Non-peak hours, Morning ramp hours, and Evening ramp
hours.
• ESS technologies and discharging times: 15 min BESS, 1 h BESS, 2 h BESS, 4 h
BESS, and 15 min FESS.
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Table B.1: Parameters of MRTS curves for 15 min BESS.
Scenarios
Seg. Spring Summer Fall Winter
v 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃
Peak
hours
1 -0.90579 6.93091 -0.90972 6.185455 -1.08169 7.079888 -0.16754 1.965957
2 -0.26822 3.743083 -0.16622 2.467967 -0.16891 2.515993 -0.10084 1.632468
3 -0.04834 1.544279 -0.03679 1.173648 -0.03813 1.208208 -0.0239 0.863038
4 -0.01021 0.590983 -0.00916 0.483014 -0.00868 0.471974 -0.00733 0.4488
5 -0.00037 0.098879 -0.00069 0.059184 -0.00277 0.176306 -0.00217 0.190764




1 -0.24267 2.514036 -1.35223 9.264273 -0.70383 5.598677 -0.59748 4.62024
2 -0.11526 1.87696 -0.18984 3.452338 -0.18176 2.988314 -0.10618 2.163729
3 -0.02029 0.927342 -0.08069 2.360776 -0.05512 1.721934 -0.05235 1.625465
4 -0.01294 0.743506 -0.0097 0.586106 -0.01197 0.64322 -0.0165 0.729104
5 -0.0014 0.166745 -0.00399 0.300459 -0.00033 0.0613 -0.00311 0.059683




1 -1.44298 8.655111 -1.53094 9.492717 -0.37871 4.306615 -0.14594 2.642428
2 -0.15068 2.193589 -0.15999 2.638006 -0.18465 3.336306 -0.18619 2.843666
3 -0.03484 1.035215 -0.04913 1.529386 -0.07567 2.246524 -0.03268 1.308492
4 -1.90E-12 0.164216 -0.0148 0.67119 -0.01255 0.668608 -0.00763 0.682452
5 -4.34E-12 0.164216 -0.00138 9.84E-12 -1.18E-14 0.041069 -0.00737 0.669423




1 -1.18812 7.322718 -0.45988 3.795849 -0.17881 2.650775 -0.89212 6.506176
2 -0.08939 1.829082 -0.18207 2.406838 -0.20302 2.77179 -0.17709 2.93105
3 -0.05559 1.491072 -0.05011 1.087202 -4.44E-16 0.741644 -0.04876 1.647713
4 -5.04E-15 0.101396 -0.00662 4.18E-12 -0.02349 1.328979 -0.01672 0.846698
5 -0.0033 0.266226 -0.00662 1.28E-11 -0.0034 0.324091 -0.00187 0.104262
6 -0.00207 0.174268 -0.00662 0 -0.00092 0.138506 -0.00048 0
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Table B.2: Parameters of MRTS curves for 1 h BESS.
Scenarios
Seg. Spring Summer Fall Winter
v 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃
Peak
hours
1 -1.08154 7.731113 -1.00753 6.677322 -1.07152 7.130538 -0.17255 2.180811
2 -0.19599 3.303366 -0.12993 2.289311 -0.16463 2.596062 -0.10741 1.855106
3 -0.05741 1.917559 -0.04072 1.397228 -0.04072 1.357017 -0.02847 1.065683
4 -0.01261 0.79745 -0.0114 0.664277 -0.01135 0.62267 -0.00544 0.489858
5 -0.00297 0.315419 -0.0001 0.099315 -0.00118 0.114358 -0.00395 0.415388




1 -0.29239 2.903772 -1.47525 9.736662 -0.88391 6.382552 -0.43978 4.323309
2 -0.11104 1.996984 -0.16101 3.165465 -0.13036 2.614807 -0.24538 3.351315
3 -0.02215 1.108095 -0.07334 2.288826 -0.05623 1.873493 -0.03753 1.272823
4 -0.01239 0.864056 -0.0136 0.795292 -0.01241 0.778012 -0.0118 0.629515
5 -0.00315 0.402072 -0.00367 0.298561 -0.00208 0.261595 -0.00266 0.17262




1 -1.39669 8.830125 -1.57058 10 -0.3814 4.386852 -0.16992 3.439914
2 -0.19016 2.797445 -0.14421 2.86816 -0.21505 3.555102 -0.2821 4.000791
3 -0.03695 1.265341 -0.06533 2.079318 -0.06756 2.080194 -0.04275 1.607318
4 -0.00028 0.348612 -0.00948 0.683093 -0.00956 0.630265 -0.00646 0.700029
5 -0.0016 0.41475 -1.46E-12 0.20921 -0.00533 0.41862 -0.00386 0.569944




1 -1.27747 8.084507 -0.46111 4.07516 -1.17416 8.096931 -1.03682 7.352799
2 -0.13947 2.394515 -0.07885 2.163818 -0.16822 3.067224 -0.19221 3.129762
3 -0.04611 1.460976 -0.10246 2.399836 -0.06243 2.009258 -0.05677 1.775346
4 -1.09E-12 0.308143 -0.00646 3.74E-12 -0.01268 0.76557 -0.00911 0.583751
5 -0.02098 1.3571 -0.00646 6.31E-12 -0.00206 0.234495 -3.52E-14 0.128307
6 -0.00281 0 -0.00646 0 -0.00085 0.143827 -0.00023 0.145452
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Table B.3: Parameters of MRTS curves for 2 h BESS.
Scenarios
Seg. Spring Summer Fall Winter
v 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃
Peak
hours
1 -1.08246 7.855785 -0.97289 6.774502 -1.05631 7.08515 -0.20958 2.463558
2 -0.20436 3.465304 -0.14365 2.628296 -0.16503 2.628741 -0.10823 1.956802
3 -0.05908 2.012465 -0.04607 1.652502 -0.04213 1.399756 -0.03017 1.176201
4 -0.01312 0.863502 -0.01335 0.834627 -0.01062 0.612022 -0.00532 0.554972
5 -0.00253 0.333952 -0.00123 0.228531 -0.00305 0.233673 -0.00489 0.533114




1 -0.30088 3.189891 -1.49321 10 -0.86407 6.45244 -0.38095 4.258444
2 -0.10156 2.19332 -0.21891 3.628484 -0.15516 2.907893 -0.27521 3.729768
3 -0.02703 1.447998 -0.05477 1.987121 -0.05137 1.869988 -0.0364 1.341618
4 -0.01546 1.158692 -0.01911 1.09567 -0.01671 1.003335 -0.02025 0.937978
5 -0.0055 0.660841 -0.00156 0.218171 -0.00264 0.300214 -0.00149 2.84E-14




1 -1.46317 9.504323 -1.45961 10 -0.37831 4.417105 -0.1542 3.534785
2 -0.18095 3.093248 -0.22025 3.803219 -0.21322 3.591647 -0.26954 4.111526
3 -0.04607 1.744456 -0.04554 2.056094 -0.06963 2.155687 -0.03824 1.798513
4 -0.00022 0.598146 -0.02416 1.521729 -0.00924 0.646091 -0.0104 1.10253
5 -0.00654 0.914339 -4.46E-15 0.313574 -0.008 0.584053 -0.01356 1.260263




1 -1.22244 8.0441 -0.49914 4.151296 -0.17445 2.793356 -1.26334 8.333614
2 -0.0862 2.362914 -0.078 2.045587 -0.1188 2.515121 -0.10249 2.529366
3 -0.0743 2.243853 -0.08414 2.106929 -0.02146 1.541738 -0.06067 2.111117
4 -1.28E-13 0.386474 -0.00809 0.205725 -0.03654 1.918768 -0.01185 0.890598
5 -0.0124 1.006616 -0.00397 5.86E-11 -0.0023 0.206607 -4.47E-14 0.298344
6 -0.00116 0.163613 -0.00397 1.78E-15 -8.94E-09 0.034094 -0.00219 0.462463
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Table B.4: Parameters of MRTS curves for 4 h BESS.
Scenarios
Seg. Spring Summer Fall Winter
v 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃
Peak
hours
1 -1.07885 8.141602 -1.00576 6.973833 -0.99604 6.98219 -0.23979 2.630005
2 -0.23027 3.898709 -0.16003 2.745143 -0.20416 3.022771 -0.09195 1.890795
3 -0.06155 2.211466 -0.04144 1.559252 -0.0486 1.467167 -0.03027 1.274069
4 -0.01524 1.05371 -0.01152 0.811334 -0.00651 0.414961 -0.00603 0.66796
5 -0.00358 0.470847 -0.00324 0.397217 -0.00269 0.224057 -0.00474 0.603641




1 -0.32431 3.5707 -1.40512 10 -0.89766 6.675633 -0.41907 4.718717
2 -0.11528 2.525519 -0.2933 4.440927 -0.17477 3.061215 -0.25212 3.883982
3 -0.02797 1.652402 -0.05357 2.043611 -0.04789 1.792376 -0.05677 1.930407
4 -0.01645 1.364532 -0.02204 1.255256 -0.00991 0.842966 -0.01727 0.943053
5 -0.00806 0.944949 -0.00097 0.201675 -0.00883 0.788621 -1.34E-08 0.07941




1 -1.43354 10 -1.38425 10 -0.34113 4.464424 -0.81679 6.290797
2 -0.2649 4.15682 -0.25982 4.377841 -0.22591 3.888293 -0.04699 2.441832
3 -0.03892 1.89704 -0.04291 2.208763 -0.07728 2.402013 -0.05718 2.54371
4 -0.00737 1.108198 -0.01737 1.570056 -0.00877 0.689433 -0.00882 1.334585
5 -0.00853 1.166375 -0.00811 0.655992 -0.01316 1.55186




1 -1.03386 8.018112 -0.68052 4.743398 -1.24128 8.483822 -1.22251 8.459048
2 -0.31051 4.401349 -0.02753 1.478447 -0.20942 3.324527 -0.14105 3.051765
3 -0.05762 1.872487 -0.08088 2.01196 -0.05244 1.754725 -0.06608 2.302092
4 -0.00999 0.681826 -0.0027 0.057472 -0.00899 0.668538 -0.01166 0.941472
5 -1.51E-12 0.182122 -0.00155 2.01E-09 -0.00347 0.392324 -0.00164 0.440512
6 -0.00062 0.22843 -0.00155 0 -0.00024 0.149887 -0.00208 0.473281
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Table B.5: Parameters of MRTS curves for 15 min FESS.
Scenarios
Seg. Spring Summer Fall Winter
v 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃ 2ã b̃
Peak
hours
1 -0.82585 6.628104 -0.91476 6.04807 -1.03248 6.845974 -0.16111 1.934501
2 -0.26393 3.818481 -0.10559 2.002224 -0.17211 2.544161 -0.09931 1.625455
3 -0.05501 1.729369 -0.04587 1.405058 -0.03496 1.172601 -0.02276 0.859979
4 -0.00833 0.562362 -0.00853 0.471554 -0.01036 0.557537 -0.00761 0.481285
5 -0.00226 0.258542 -0.00301 0.195452 -0.00188 0.133502 -0.00245 0.223516




1 -0.23792 2.546453 -1.33285 9.037868 -0.63103 5.484795 -0.53047 4.124847
2 -0.09589 1.836276 -0.18923 3.319786 -0.23981 3.528687 -0.15853 2.265159
3 -0.01996 1.076973 -0.07166 2.144085 -0.04792 1.609729 -0.01422 0.82206
4 -0.02155 1.116653 -0.01192 0.650525 -0.01446 0.77332 -0.02185 1.012729
5 -1.42E-12 0.039337 -0.00184 0.146397 -0.00072 0.086188 -0.00159 3.45E-12




1 -1.17846 7.904693 -1.44131 9.265348 -0.43342 4.764388 -0.69099 4.892373
2 -0.27985 3.411643 -0.18536 2.985585 -0.24224 3.808483 -0.05872 1.731018
3 -0.02663 0.879417 -0.05338 1.665883 -0.06973 2.083329 -0.05037 1.647523
4 -0.00632 0.371773 -0.01618 0.735784 -0.01109 0.617422 -0.00431 0.496119
5 -5.6E-15 0.055545 -0.00146 2.84E-14 -3.4E-13 0.062967 -0.00858 0.709319




1 -1.09994 7.043494 -0.74961 5.209527 -0.83863 6.816869 -0.81431 6.364745
2 1.29E-05 1.543709 -0.15262 2.22455 -0.29559 4.101688 -0.26009 3.59366
3 -0.09891 2.532925 -0.04058 1.104179 -0.04588 1.604549 -0.04077 1.400414
4 -3.64E-15 0.060208 -0.00453 0.202977 -0.01261 0.772981 -0.01477 0.750456
5 -0.00365 0.242739 -0.00047 6.57E-14 -0.00563 0.423547 -0.00145 0.084568




The MRTS curves comparisons discussed in Chapter 5 and presented in Fig. C.1 to
Fig. C.14 intend to find similarities among the MRTS, and are based on the following
criteria:
• Peak vs Non-peak scenarios per season for different ESS technologies and discharging
times.
• Morning vs Evening ramp scenarios per season for different ESS technologies and
discharging times.
• ESS technologies and discharging times per season for all the scenarios.
The seasons, scenarios, and different ESSs and discharging times considered are as follows:
• Seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter.
• Scenarios: Peak hours, Non-peak hours, Morning ramp hours, and Evening ramp
hours.
• ESS technologies and discharging times: 15 min BESS, 1 h BESS, 2 h BESS, 4 h
BESS, and 15 min FESS.
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C.1 Peak vs Non-peak Scenarios
(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.1: Comparison of MRTS curves for Peak vs Non-peak scenarios per season for
15 min BESS.
150
(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.2: Comparison of MRTS curves for Peak vs Non-peak scenarios per season for
1 h BESS.
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(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.3: Comparison of MRTS curves for Peak vs Non-peak scenarios per season for
2 h BESS.
152
(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.4: Comparison of MRTS curves for Peak vs Non-peak scenarios per season for
4 h BESS.
153
(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.5: Comparison of MRTS curves for Peak vs Non-peak scenarios per season for
15 min FESS.
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C.2 Morning vs Evening Ramp Scenarios
(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.6: Comparison of MRTS curves for Morning ramp vs Evening ramp scenarios
per season for 15 min BESS.
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(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.7: Comparison of MRTS curves for Morning ramp vs Evening ramp scenarios
per season for 1 h BESS.
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(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.8: Comparison of MRTS curves for Morning ramp vs Evening ramp scenarios
per season for 2 h BESS.
157
(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.9: Comparison of MRTS curves for Morning ramp vs Evening ramp scenarios
per season for 4 h BESS.
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(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.10: Comparison of MRTS curves for Morning ramp vs Evening ramp scenarios
per season for 15 min FESS.
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C.3 ESS Technologies and Discharging Times
(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.11: Comparison of MRTS curves for different ESS technologies and discharging
times per season for Peak hours.
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(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.12: Comparison of MRTS curves for different ESS technologies and discharging
times per season for Non-peak hours.
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(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.13: Comparison of MRTS curves for different ESS technologies and discharging
times per season for Morning ramp hours.
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(a) Spring (b) Summer
(c) Fall (d) Winter
Figure C.14: Comparison of MRTS curves for different ESS technologies and discharging
times per season for Evening ramp hours.
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